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itsnrak f n n ! FIVE THOUSAND
FOR ROSENTHAL
n m ip. ns sm f a n s bh ? mm n n m n
Now York, July 2!t. District Attor-
ney Whitman, has heard that the five
assassins, after shooting the gambler
Rosenthal, fled to Rockaway and there
in a gambling ihouse lost the proceeds
of their crime on gaming tables. Once
broke, the slayers returned here and
went into hiding.
The gambling house in which they
played is said to be owned by "Bald
lack" Rose, one of the men under ar-
rest in connection with the shooting
of Rosenthal. Rose, it is said, saw to
it that the slayers with the proceeds
of their crinne, were taken to the
Rockaway gambling house.
Five thousand dollars is said to
have been paid for the killing of Ros-
enthal and prjvate detectives have
confirmed the information that no
TOKIO, JULY THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN, DIED TODAY AT 12:43 A. H. ACUTE NEPHRITIS WAS GIVEN AS THE
ON THE THRONE BY THE CROWN PRINCE,
OLD GUARD REPUBLICANS ADMIT THEY ARE SURPRISED AT SHOWING MADE BY CONVEN-
TION OF NEW PARTY AND BY DEFLECTIONS OF FORMER STAND PATTERS-SPLEN- DID
BODY OF MEN ASSEMBLED DETERMINED TO CHANGE POLITICAL CONDITIONS
CAUSE OF DEATH. HE WAS SUCCEEDED
THE EMPEROR WAS GREATLY BELOVED
IN MOURNING.
THE EMPEROR HAD BEEN UNCONSCIOUS
BY HIS PEOPLE AND WHILE HIS DEATH WAS NOT UNEXPECTED THE WHOLE EMPIRE
SINCE DAWN MONDAY. FROM THAT HOUR HIS RESPIRATION HAD BECOME MORE
FEEBLE AND HE PASSED AWAY IN THE PRESENCE OF THE MEM3ERS OF THE IMPERIALIN NEW MEXICO-COLO- NEL PRICHARD TEMPORARY CHAIRMAN SOUNDS KEYNOTE
IN SPEECH THAT SHOWS THE RECORD OF BOTH OLD PARTIES-MU- CH ENTHUSIASM
PREVAILED END OF BOSS RULE IS FORECAST
YOUNG MEN PREDOMINATE IN LIST OF DELEGATES
AND ALL LINES OF INDUSTRY ARE REPRESENTED
iftfflERICAN KING
ISSUES EDICT
Washington, D. C, July 29. "The
King of America" who says he lives
in Curryville, Mo., has commanded
Secretary MacVeagh to call in all the
money in circulation and create a gen-
eral panic.
"This," wrote the King in a letter
received at the treasury department
today, "would produce hard times
and prevent a labor war."
Officials filed the King's letter and
announced they would take a chance
on disobeying the royal command.
SENOR CcflLERO
IS SILENT
Washington, D. C, Julv 20. Senor
Calero, the Mexican ambassador will
go to Mexico City next week to take
up with his foreign office several plans
which he has submitted to the state
been worse boss-ridde- than Newganization and select the delegates to
the Chicago convention. There is
also a sentiment not to prolong the
convention until tomorrow and un-
less something arises during the af- -
ternoon the convention will finish its
business tonight. At a preliminary
caucus of delegates this morning, Col.
George W. Prichard was selected for
temporary chairman. There was no
opposition. M. A. Otero is promi-
nently mentioned as one of the dele-
gates to Chicago. Joe E. Saint, for-
merly a stand pat chairman of the
Hubbell crowd in this county, George
Arnett, tormenv a sianupatter, uoia
now eninusiasuc ior uie new P. y
!S OUTBURST FOR TEDDY. N
X At 3:15 p. m. as the tempo- - X
rary chairman casually men- - X
v tioned the name of Theodore
Roosevelt, a spontaneous out- - X
X burst of applause swept over the X
convention and among the spec- - X
tators three different times the
S applause subsided and rose again X
X when the speaker tried to re- - S
St sume. It was plain that a big St
X majority of the convention was
composed of out and out Roose- - X
The annlause for
S Roosevelt swept the convention X
every time Mr. Roosevelt's name
S was mentioned. At i o ciock ums
X convention was completing its X
X organization. X
v !t
The great crowds which had been
gathered for days outside the park
surrounding the palace, remained till,
the end in hushed si'.ence and eveD
after his majesty's death was an
nounced remained in the vicinity,
THE IMPEACHMENT
COURT IN SES-
SION
ARCHBALD ENTERS GENERAL DENIAL
CF ALL THE CHARGES BROUGHT
AGAINST HIM, BUT ADMITS THE
KATY DID DEAL.
THE COTTON TARIFF
IS UP AGAIN
Washington, D. C, July 29. Sitting
as a court of impeachment, the sen-
ate today adjourned after hearing
Judge Robert W. Archbald's formal
answer to the charges against him,
without deciding if the trial shall go
on this summer or be postponed until
fall.
Archbald entered a general denial
of all the charges brought by the
house of representatives, but admitted
his participation in the now noted
"Katy-di- culm bank deal" with Ed-
ward J. Williams, of Scranton, and
the Hillside Coal and Iron company,
a subsidiary of the Erie railroad,
which then had cases pending in the
court but he denied that he wilfully
ci unlawfully or corruptly took any
advantage of his position to induce
the railroad officials to deal with him
and his partner.
The accused jurist denied that he at
here for the settlement of
.....w..v.- -
.v,v0.... v.. ver secret pass worus ior aa-
Chicago. ' laisioa to the inner chamber, arid
An amusing effort this morning bydark aIltern methods adopted by the
YO SHIHITO.
FAMILY AND THE MINISTERS OF STATE.
state affairs.
The edict announcing Yo Shihito's
succession to the throne will be pub-
lished as soon as arrangements havu
been made.
DARROW TRIAL NOW
PROCEEDS
A THIRTEENTH JUROR SWGRN FOR
THE FIRST TIME IN THE HIS-
TORY OF AMERICAN JURIS- -
Los Angeles, Cal., July 29. After
twice de'aying the bribery trial of
Clarence S. Darrow, because of ill-
ness, L. A. Leavitt was relieved of
further duties as a juror today and
the alternate juror, A. M. Blakesley,
took his place.
According to the attorneys in the
case, it is the first instance in the his-
tory of American jurisprudence of
the substitution of a thirteenth juror
for a regular one who has been inca-
pacitated for service.
Dr. Isaac Salin, Leavitt's family
physician was placed n the witness
stand when the trial resumed today,
and testified that an operation was
necessary and that it would be at
least six weeks before Leavitt could
appear in court. Dr. Wernig gave
simi'ar evidence.
Judge Hutton then issued the order
discharging Leavitt and installing
Blakesley as a regular member of the
jury.
Chief counsel Earl Rogers, of the
defense, announced that before Mr.
Darrow took the stand, he would move
that all letters, memoranda or docu-
ments purporting to be in Darrow's
handwriting, now in possession of
the prosecution be turned over to thi
defense, lie said he understood that
such papers were in the hands of the
district attorney and according to iaw
he was entitled to tbem. He included
in this motion any papers purporting
to come from Darrow or in any way
connected with the case.
It was learned that the defense had
in view particularly the transcript ot
the testimony before the grand Jury
of Tveitmoe, the San Francisco labor
leader.
The prosecution resisted the effort
to secure the notes of Tveitmoe's tes
timony and a heated argument was he--
gun.
COLQUITT WINS
IN TEXAS
Dalles, Texas, July 29. With prac
tically three-fourth- s of the vote In
Saturday's democratic primaries
counted the of Governor O.
P, Colquitt, over W, P. Ramsey, Is
assured by a probable plurality of 30,- -
000. Morris Sheppard appears to be an
easy winner in the rote for instruc-t.m- s
in the Vnited States senatorial
;ace He has a lead of 26,000 over
his foremost apponent, Jacob Woltera,
and while up to this time h" l.tcka a
majority over the other tlirsa In the
ser.ftorial race, his election i: pric-ticall- y
assured. Of approximately
220.000 votes, Sheppard Teceived 128,-44-
THE DAY (N CONGRESS
the lond standing controversy over
the Chamizal zone, a tract of about
500 acres along the Rio Grande in the
city of El Paso which is claimed by
both the XTnited States and Mexico.
While the ambassador refused to di
vulge the nature of the proposed set-
tlement he declared that he would re
fuse to be a party as he thought hi'
government also would be, to any
money settlement, of Mexico's claim
to sovereign land rights.
xstsxsssscssi;sSt
SHOCKING DISASTER.
Rinz, Germany, July 29. A
shocking catastrophe, causing
the death of many German excur- -
sionists, occurred last evening
at the Baltic bathing resort. The
land stage, which was crowded
to its utmost capacity during a
concert given by the local band?
collapsed and threw more than
a hundred persons into the sea. St
St 5
XXXSiXXSJXSSSStSiSiSSN
Albuquerque, N. M., July 29. Every light. Several prominent delegates get agiuej received a Dlow from wnicn
county in New Mexico was repre-- were hastily promised good Taft jobs' they have not and never wln recovfir.
sented by leading citizens as delegates if they would go back home and not other blows have been strUck the
and with enthusiasm abundant on all attend. They quickly turned down all s,ietiaI interests in the state. It fan-side- s
the first state convention of the such propositions. The enthusiasm cie(J itself gafely entrenched behind
national progressive party met in the and attendance of this convention has an unamendable constitution, largely
Elks' opera house here at 2 o'clock, caused a severe scare among several jtg own 1)roduction, whicih would for
The convention was called to order of the Taft leaders who are here. One all time give temporary power, have
by Marcos C de Baca of Sandoval of these this morning admitted
to a run riot wjth the tnougnt that tne
county. On calling the convention to New Mexican correspondent that they ; voters were blind and submissive, anc
order Hon Marcos C. de Baca made tad absolutely no idea that the BUmci(mt independence to do
a brief speech in which he charged tendance would be so large and the their own tninking. But there has
the republican party with having standing of men participating would come a great awakning. The people
broken faith with the people and Baid be of such high order. They were are now taking tneir political fortunes
uprising surprised by the deflection of stand-- , ,nto their hands Thethat the cause of his great own party cry
which bid fair to sweep the country. Pat republicans. Several men here to-
-
acts no longer ag the gound of the
was due to the fact that those who day as delegates to this convention toogin to engage in political battle
controlled the policy of the republican had unusual pressure brought to bear over a name Whether that name be
party were tied up with the great in- - on them from political
and business deniocrat or republican,
terests, rather than with the interests associates to keep them away but, baUot that past ast fa
they were determined to attend at ,of the people. The call was read by fpr &n mM Qf anwnd,ng
seemingly hopelessly depressed.
The crown prince wa3 overcome by
(lie sad event and remained at the
Palace in consultation with the minis-
ters of state arranging for the Imper-
ial funeral and for the conduct of
any time, for a consideration agreed
to assist George M. Watson a Scran-
ton lawyer, to settle a case in which
the Marian Coal company was com-
plainant against the Lackawanna rail-
road before the interstate commerce
commission.
W. P. Boland and his brothers
Pliritnliher nrul TnninQ !im nrinciiinl
stockholders in the coal company,
and William T. Boland was the au-
thor of some of the charges on which
the house judiciary committee re-
ported articles of impeachment. In
reply to the charge that he and bis
associates secured the Lehigh Valley
railroad a lease on coal packer Xo. 3
owned by the city of Philadelphia as
trustee for the heirs of the late Steph-
en Girard, reply was made that the
transaction did not involve unlawful
j or corrupt use of his office. Some de
tails of this article was disputed.
The judge denied that he used his
office vronst'ully to fid Frederick
Warlike in securing from I he Philadel
phia and Reading railroad a lease of
the Lincoln culm dump or that he ac-
cepted from Warnke wrongfully a
promissory note for $300.
The charge that the Judge used his
office corruptly or improperly to bring
about the sale of the Everhardt coal
lands to the Lehigh Valley railroad or
the Lehigh Valley Coal company was
claimed to be vague and its annul-
ment was asked..
Judge Archbald denied that any
time he had entered a scheme to buy
stocks of a gold mining scheme in
Honduras with W. W. Risinger by en-
dorsing a note for"J2300. Risinger is
part owner of the stock of the Old
Plymouth Coal company. He admit-
ted having endorsed a note for Rising-
er but avers it, wai for the sole pur-
pose of accommodation and benefit of
Risinger, and Risinger later sent him
certificates of stock in a gold mining
enterprise as collateral securities for J
his endorsement. It was admitted
that the Old Plymouth company was a
litigant in the Judge's court, but the
note transaction h& no relevancy to
the Judge's judicial action and that in
the court decision ' e acted solely on
his judgment of the merits of the
lawsuits presented. If the note was
presented to John T. Lenahan, one of
the attorneys in the case for discount,
it was done without tdge Archbald's
consent, the answer said.
As to the $500 note which it is
' charged was presented to Christopher
C. Boland, with a request for discount
'
for Judge Archbald while one of the
Marian Coal company cases was pend-
ing in his court, Judge Archbald ans-
wered that he never consented that
the note should be presented to either
of the Bolands with a request on his
i part for discount, pud that if such a
thing were done it was entirely with-- j
out his knowledge,
j As to the charge that a $"00 note
o" his own, made to John Henry Jones
was presented to discount, to Chas.
Von Strock, president, of a bank in
; Scranton and a lavver, Judge Arch- -
'
entirely for the accommodation of
Jones and had no intention of im-
properly using his influence as a
judge to induce Von Strock to dis- -
count it.
The charge that Judge Archbald
had received large gifts of money
from Henrv W. Cannon, a cousin of
hjs wife, and a director of the Great
mitted that the Judge made a trip to
Italy at Cannon's expense. The Judge
averred he had no information that
any corporation in which Cannon was
interested might come before his
court.
congress and vetoed by President
Taft.
Secretary George V. Prichara oi
tv Tt was a snlendid
body of men that assembled in the
um WUB ei'"im.aiis iu uC ula
sention in the new party came to
'
suit. Col. Prichard in accepting the
chairmanship sounded the key note
two old parties. W e nave, wltn morn- -
fication and shame, witnessed She
keep those parties, and especially the
republican party in this state, in de- -
Mexico. Several years ago a band of j
looters formed a close-fiste- corpora-
tion to utilize and appropriate every
political asset in sight. They preyed
upon every legislature for plunder and
lie'.f, and even extended their opera-
tions to Washington where they hung
around the political bargain counters
for official plums for themselves and
those who were willing to become the
tools of the interests.
The climax came like the stroke ol
a trip hammer, when the people of the
state ,.oceedeii t0 slliasll the slate
that had been fixed , a dark closet of
the Las Veag conveIlticm in
bosses at that convention, in which
th wiI, of the , wa Eevel.eiy
the constitution was a tongue of elo
quence, a voice of justice, a declara- -
o(' indel)endence( a bow for free.
they couid, and would exercise that
D0Wer now. Throueh the eerrvman-
ters were abe by tne mar- -
Cin t0 eiect a majority of the senate.
enemies of legislation demanded by
for which they stood, but favorable
if not entirely eliminated, would be
fContlnued on pir wiv 1
DEATH TO THE AMERICANS
MEXICAN GENERAL SALAZAR
WOUIMILL ALL FOUND
IN A BITTER SPEECH THE REAL HEAD OF THE MEXICAN ARMY DECLARES
AMERICANS HAVE FAILED IN THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT THEY ARE
NOT WANTED IN MEXICO
big opera house and in striking con- - " 7"""" "."ll iT Oom, and a blow against the special
trast to the ward heelers and pre-- y tore party ,t and for thege reagong theinto tatters. He was frequently
cinct bosses, petty office holders and did cagt q kind QfPelled to cease speaking temporarily
cheap politicians that ran the famous ballotgby waves of applause. In part heLas Vegas convention of the old guard Qther bJowB wH bg struck ,n
republican. Business men, professional said
.
'interests of the people. They de- -
iren, laborers, railroad men, farmers;
THE KEYNOTE.
'nand and will have with the muta- -
aad ranchers, were mingled together; This convention Is the beginning of tjong of (jme legislation along the
in the list of delegates. While thero a new era in the political history of advance thought of the age. If this
svere a number of gray haired dele-- the state. It is the first convention jg a government of, by and for the
gates, a large per cent of this con- - that ever met on t)he soil of New Mex-
-
people as we ciaim then tbe people
vention were young men tired of ico to promulgate a declaration of in- - will govern. If the source of all
rule, and hopeful for the future dependence, and proclaim to the peo- - itk.a power ig jn the peopiei as we
of the to correct the pie the broad principles of progressive cggert then they wiu exercise this
political abuses that have grown up politics. power in their own way. If Ihey make
within the ranks of both old parties, We are here to represent the will mjstakes they are the mistakes of
united under the national progressive of the people, and not the sordid in- - themselves, and in due time and in
party for a square deal for the coin- - terest of a few. We stand for four tbeir own jnterest they will correct
men every day citizen and tax payer, great cardinal principles, good gov- - tnem but the mjstakes of the special
There were probably as many former eminent, wholesome laws, clean poll- - interests against the people are
republicans who were din-- tics and equal privileges for all in the el. corrected by the interest itself,
with the Chicago convention new state. itii the people force the correction,
as tbere were former democrats, who The most of us have heretofore co-- 1 If tne pe0pe 0f this state possessed
saw no hope of bettering conditions operated with one or the other of the tne power t0 recall public servants
in either of the old parties, teucn m?n
as George H. Van Stone, well known
STATES
WILL OF OPPRESSORSmerchant
of Torrance county, Major prostitution cf the principles- upon derjng 0f tne legislative districts c
of the Pecos valley, a former which those parties were founded. vided for in tne constitution of the
democrat, were prominent among the We have devoted years in trying to gtate tlle reactionaries and standnat- -
delegates. Sheriff Romero of Berna- -
'.ilio county, and a leader in the final
fight which broke the hold of Frank
A. Hubbell, the worst boss the state
every had, was also an active partici- -
pant Among the Spanish-America- n
tent repute; in opposing the corrupt- - whose proceedings throughout their
ing influence of predatory greed; in;nrgt session characterized them as
trying to prevent machine men from the creatures of the interests and the
rebels as bandits, they may as well
act such parts.
Salazar also declared that "Ameri
cans have no business in Mexico and
the sooner they get out the better. I
don't care whether American inter- -
vention comes or not. If our seizure
of American arms and ammunition
controlling the party organization in
delegates, there was as clean cut and their own selfish interests; in resist- - the people. Measures that were
a set of men as ever assem--1 ing usurped powers by political boss- - jcai t0 the bosses, and the interests
bled in a political convention ines; in fighting the attempt of a few
PRESIDENT OF UNITED
BOWS TO
El Paso, Texas, July 29. Louis La-ch-
Mormon from Dublin, who arriv-
ed here with his family last night,
said today: "General Salazar told us
at Casas Grandes that if intervention
did not come from the Americans
within the next few days that reue s
will begin to kill every American
they find and keep up the massacre
until America was forced to cross the
border. Salazar stated that it was
the direct order of Orozco."
The correspondent of the El Paso
Herald wired a statfenent here today
declaring that General Salazar, sec-
ond in command of the Mexican rebel
army, had made several addresses
Sunday in which he asserted that all
Americans, in the rebel zone were to
be disarmed and all protection guaran-
teed American citizens withdrawn.
Salazar said that in as much as the
American government had treated the
leads to American intervention, then Northern Railway and other corpora-- I
will welcome it. ' am going to seize tions, was denied, although it was ad- -
the arms and ammunition of Ameri- -
cans the same a? those of Mexicans.
"Look, Mexicans, at the hove s you
live in," he said, pointing to the mud
huts in the Mexican part of Pearson,
where he was making his speecn,
New Mexico. The spread of the new individuals to manipulate federal ap- - to the people, met with their persist-part- y
idea was one of the surprises pointments in the interests of a gang ' Cnt and united opposition,
of this convention. - j of poluted politicians; in contesting The common citizens of the state
A spirited contest has been inaugu- - their right to dominate conventions are int,regted ln tne paasage 0f a sen-Tate- dbetween John Baron Burg of against the wishes of the people; In alorlnl and presidential preference act,this city, a member of the lower house trying to convince a set of political by wniclj tne voter be abIe to ex.
of the legislature, and Major Bujac of plunderers that this is an age of pro-- j preg8 and declare his choice of per-th- ePecos valley, for nomination to, gress and advancement, and that par-- : gons for thege grea(. positions in ad.
congress. While each one has enttaus-- , ty principles should not be sacrificed vance 0 legislative or conventionaliastic and loyal supporters, it seenrs on the alter of personal ambition. action. They are likewise interestedto be the general sentiment not to 0ur warnings have not been heed- - m the revision pf the election laws of
nominate at this convention but to ed. The sentiment of the people has the state by which fraud at elections,
SENATE. X
Met at noon. X
Sitting in a court of impeach- - S
ment, took up the Archbald case.
HOUSE.
Met at noon. X
Took up unanimous consent-- X
calendar. X
X Ways and Means committee de-- X
elded to the corton X
X bill vetoed by President Taft. X
JfXXXXXXXXSXXX
r i
"then look how your American bosses Washington, D. C, July 23. The
live in affluence. The President of ilouge ways and means committee
States bows obediently to the day determined .o the
wishes of the weak Madero in all mat- - iem0oratic cotton tariff hill which
now considered the real head of the ,vas nassed at the last session of
uelB1 lo a convention i "'.oeen constantly ignored. Bosses In- -
perhaps no state In the Union ha3
canea later, j ne sentiment seems w toxicated with a. band of pirates are reduced to the lowest degree of prob-b- e
simply to adopt a set of principles a part of the crew of a captured ship. jior me new pany, wrm a strong or- - (Continued r Pago 5.).
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Helping a WomanThe Little Store CUSTER RELICS IN gLTLRIED 2Afai. ii',. "xvs. x. wivsAiae su 3tr
Again Reminds You
Quality and Large
" Soltaire " Goods.
ITER
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
THE NATIONAL
AN INTERESTING COLLECTION DON
ATED BY THE WIDOW OF THE
GREAT INDIAN FIGHTER. ALSO
APPOMATTOX FLAG AND SABER
St. Louis, July 29. An interesting
collection has been installed in. thQ
W;ilt if Hietnrv in tho Vntmna ATn.
seum, consisting of articles donated
and lent by Mrs. George A. Custer,
widow of Brevet Major General
George A. Custer, U. S. A.
Gen. Custer is probably best remenv
bered by his achievements in the
Deming, X. M., July 29. Messrs.
nhon A TChpn nnp nf thp oldest welt
,iviiiin (ivmo in tho v,nv nnnoimpp
thir inreniinn nf insclline a new
type of well for G. M. Sadler seven
miles east of town. The auger-ri- g
will be used as heretofore, but a
new device in the shape of a funnel
steeVshod will be attached to the end
o; the casing. A funnel wich shoe thir-
ty inches in diameter will be affixed
to the twenty-fou- r inch casing, and
the auger and rimmer will work on
the inside of this from the start. It
will be seen that a twenty-fou- r inch
casing inside a thirty inch hole leaves
i u i thua snace oi unee incurs uclwcch -- i
u ot tne weu ana me c, g.
will be kept filled as the drilling pro- -
wun egg-siz- e Biic. uU
er. When a water-Deann- s suamui in
encountered, the casing will be clamp- -
ed an(3 he,d wni,e the auSer perfoi- -
.j
of the Superior
Variety of the
Always the Leader
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Phone Black
45
Dawson CoalCEMENT Sawed Wood
WE" SOCK THE KNIFE IN
many Indian fights in which toe par-!3- " lne walera""6 ionwouuS jumpeu ..uoif the stratum caves until the seemed t0 Shake themselves after heticipated. and by his record as an
dian scout. The collection includes flor ot the stratum The,strm. ak a good hard grip on the
casing is then lowered until the iun.;arth begm to laugh the fur s all outa memento of this phase of his career
in the form of the white buckskin nel rests upon the clay. If an excava--
1 o the.r branches, discard tneir win-co-
often! "on has been made in going through ,ter dullness and burst into summerin which he has been most
the stratum, sufficient gravel is fed in clothes? When the cottonwood doesPictured as a plainsman and scout.
around tine outside ot.that, bank that it is spring.Thi nnat i in evrellent mndition .1 from the top you can
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
and looks as if the General had just the casing to completely fill this cav-- , A gnmd od tree that! It has nev.
lemoved it and hung it up. It nasi"- - The hole is continued ,n this way er been given its Just deserts. Too
deep collar and cuffs and is heavily to any depth desired. Thus it will be many sneer wnen thy Epeak jts
fringed with slashed buckskin trim-- ! seen that a perfect gravel screen has.;n talk of it as a make-shift- , a
BUSINESS AT LITTLE PRICES I SOUR WAY OF DOING BUSI-NES-
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT OUR BUSINESS IS SOON
GOING TO BLOW OU. WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING
WHAT THE PEOPLE WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSI-NES-
Wood-Davi- s Hardware Co.
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Hav It Phone 14
The pockets are made much as!
modern sporting coats, while the but- - j
tons are of the regular army pattern
of the period This coat calls to
?en maue n1Lu - . gap-nlle- r, a thing tnat must oe put up
water-bearin- g strata of the well. An'jwit!h until something better is found,
screen casing can be used with this;jt jg nQ way to treat a friend. Just
type but the sort to be used in the ;because jt was here wnen we carne,
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH
mind the services which Gen. Custer Sadler well win oe tne Bu....i because it is just about tne oniy
rendered to the government in the Rasing. This is a screen invented by worthwnile thing in au this teeming
campaign against the Sioux in 1875, M. B. Layne of Houston, Texas iniand that didn.t have t0 be asUed to
'which the perforations are made in a,come west and with the coun-Littl- ein the last of which, the battle of the grow up
Big Horn, he met his death. manner much resembling the old try hot.heads and upstarts are fond
Iola PORTLANDEl Toro
. iasmoneu suuneis """" v' of speaking oi s in usthe coat is a yellow- - on .ngtead of ,veakening a a
.ondering vhy it cannotplumed cavalry helmet and a buckskin reallyperforated ,f away
gauntlet, both worn during his act ive, wasi1'3 cottonw5oodwboheng,t Mr. Layne ' is i00 good a
tTl'sV iieutenan here stateS ,hat the tJ'"e f ort to .hold a grudge; it long since1 I'rlr T C0lne,'well above outlined are the best pro-- 1 ,earned to laugh dull care to theb. UHicers in the rice fields of the coast d to do its work and be kind, andThere is also a blue regulation ar--1 country. He says that the gravel to- - let what wiU befan. it knows the
my officer's coat, with two starred gether with the shutter screen is ljkes the altitude, and since
straps, plush collar and cuffs the protection against the worst ;jt didn't come, doesn't mean to go
Why Import Mineral Water ?
I : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
AH Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
ford 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100
coat w men ne woie on uie occusiuu
of his marriage to Miss Elizabeth
Bacon, February 9, 1S64.
A straight cavalry, saber of tremen-
dous size is also included in the col-
lection. It was a spoil of war cap-
tured by Major Drew, who presented
it to General Custer, since ihe knew
of no other man able to wield such a
large weapon. It has a Toledo blade
on wnicn is engraveu in apanisu, uu
not draw me without cause, and do
not sheathe me without honor.'
A Virginia state flag, a prize of the
General's personal prowess, captured
by him in 1SG1 when a lieutenant, is
also on display. It is supposed to
be the first standard captured by the
Army of the Potomac.
One object of great historical signi-
ficance, though rather of an unroman-ti- c
nature, is half of a white towel
which figured conspicuously in the
FRANK M.JONES.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or-
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
WHOLESALE AaaJAND RETAIL VvOOQ
For Full Information Call,SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOODCERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Generally means helping an entire family.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
around. Her nerves are on edge and she
s nearly wild. Headache and Sleepless- -
ness unfit her for the care of her family.
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her
body. But, let her take
Foley
Kidney Pills
and all these ailments
will disappear. She will
soon recover her strength
and healthy activity for
Foley Kidney Fills are
healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
medicine for all Kidney, Bladder ana
T.:n Tlic.ocpii that mIwmvk curel.nuimj
. or sale by ell druggists.
The Republican says:
-- were you watcning tne trees last
Notice how, three days after
that late spring snow storm, the cot--
. 1 i ,1 J 1 O linn: tVlftW
away And a rigbt good thing it is
tht ,t nf,rSists in sticking around. It
knows these fickle springs of ours,
and- is proof against their whims. It
la something of a hustler, as things
and men have got to be to make
much headway in this country round
about. It sings the song of a short
life and a merry one; can start as a
twig and be sihading an acre before a
tree in the tight-wa- d class has ceased
to feel embarrassed at sight of its
own weak shadow. Fallstaffian in
size and humor, generous to a fault
jin that it early saps its strength in
jits eagerness to serve, it deserves the
best of treatment and nothing but
praise from those it so well be- -
friends.
If you use embossed stationery, .you
can do no better than placing your or
der with the Xew Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upop request.
Our styles and 'orais are strictly up
to dat
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the Xew Mexican.
Try one
URINARY
.DISCHARGES
BELIEVED IN
124 HOURS
Each Cap-sul- e
bears IMIDYJ
the namcjt3x
Bevjare ofcounter tiu
ALL DRUGGISTS
MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH.
Formerly Known as Windsor Ranch,
COWLES, N. M. (PECOS RIVER),
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Hunting, Fishing a place where sportsmen
may take their families. Clean, pleasant
rooms, tine table and service. Games, camp
tires, posioff iee aud store. Write for booklet
RITZHEIMER & MATTY, Props.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
.
EXPRESS LINE.
Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
.
JULIUS MITER
The Tailor
Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101 Washington Avenue.
Phona Black 22 J.
Goods Called for and Delivered.
battle just preceding the surrender of Snyder.
General Lee at Appomattox. It seems Hiss Grace Goebel, county superin-tha- t
while General Iee had gone to tendent of schools, has arranged to
the rear of the Confederate lines to have a number of prominent educa
secure an interview with General tors visit and deliver addresses to LIGHTTHE STAR BARN
Successor to
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
IS THE TIME toMOW nL. rnave mini, rarK
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
Awningsand Screens made
to order by one who knows
how. Fruit Ladders a
specialty.
J.F.RHOADS
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. ft
It will not pay you tb waste your
tiem writing out you legal form
when you can get them already prlno
ed at the New Mexican Printing,
Company.
Grant, leaving General Longstreet in
command, General Gordon's division
became hard pressed by the enemy
and called on Longstreet for assist-
ance. Xot being able to furnish as-
sistance at that time Longstreet sent
his Inspector General, Major R. M.
Simnis, to suggest to Gordon the
sending of a flag of truce to the Fed-- :
erals, requesting a suspension of hos-- ;
tilities pending the interview between
Lee and Grant.
Following this suggestion, Gordon
at once dispatched Simms to the Fed
eral commander, Sheridan, with this
request. As Major Simms galloped to -
ward the lines of the Federals he
searched his haversack for something
white to cover his advance, but found
only a towel. This he drew out and
waved above his head as he approach-
ed the enemy. The Union soldiers
caught sight of the white towel, held
their fire, and under this improvised
flag Simms was allowed to enter the
lines, where he was met by Colonel
'hittaker, and taken by General Cus -
Phone Main 139
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
J. R. CREATH,
SANTA FE, N. M.
310 San Fracisco St.
WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 o m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
quicksand that is ever iounii. Alessrs.
Rhea & Rhea are enthusiastic con -
cerning this method, and believe they
will be able to put in wells that will
develop a much greater producing
capacity than any well now in use in
'the valley.
Charles X. Gibson was here yester--
day conferring with the building com- -
Imittee and the bidders concerning the:
erection of the new Methodist
cburch.
Messrs. Kershaw & Ringle are drill- -
ig sjX irrigation wells in the vicini- -
ty 0f Hondale, for the following indi -
jviduals: E. F. DuCharme, W. S. Tut -
tie, A. P. Williams, Dr. J. F. Gallaway
and B. J. Tuttle.
j, e. Drake, of Stanton, Texas, is
here prospecting, as is also H. J.
Fitzgerald, of the same place.
Mrs. C. A. Hulpieu, of Dodge City,
Kans., is visiting her father J. 11.
the Luna county teachers institute
which will be held in Deming from
August 39th to the 31st. The normal
will be conducted by Miss Goebel
with Prof. J. B. Taylor as instructor,
and the following lecturers: Dr. C. M.
Light, of Silver City; Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts of Las Vegas, Prof. Conway
and President V. E. Garrison both of
the Agricultural College of Xew Mexi-
co, and state superintendent of public
instruction, Alvan X. White.
J. G. Cooper and family and Sam T.
Clark have returned from a very
pleasant week's outing at the Mim- -
bres Hot Springs,
A. A. Douglas brought to town this
morning a spray of a peach tree three
feet long and several large peaches
grown, he says, on a tree on his home- -
stead five miles west of town, the
trees not 'having received any irriga-
tion for fifteen months.
A. C. Powell has rented the J. C.
Darracott home place, known as the
Swing place, just east of town. Dr.
Parracott will move to El Paso and
FACTS ABOUT
THE COTTONWOOD
So much interest has been awaken-
ed about cottonwood trees; their val- -
wittTth thetwa?rnJa,fs .connect;d
from the Denver Republican is of es- -
pecial interest at just this time:
All of New Mexico recognizes the
value of the tree and Albuquerque is
encouraging it, but much more might
be done in that direction. While the
roots have a tendency to damage the
sidewalks and the cotton from the fe-- j
male trees shed too much cotton for
comfort at times, the shade afforded
when the sun is hot much more than
counterbalances all of the defects that
arise from this friendly growth.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas count.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Ca- -'
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
o? HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this Gth day of De-
cember, A, D. 1S86.
(Seal) A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-
nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
OW1
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Stora.
itegular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ffrncl Noodle Order JOc. a dln,
Mew York Chop Suey Bc
ter, who was in command of that part engage in the practice of his profes-o-
the field. Neither of these officers, sion.
however, cared to declare a tempo--1
..I'' c " V;. :7::,""UT".if the fight and held the Southern IS QUITE SO
NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeer fully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO. J
i
Rooms With Bath, . . . 51.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
' rary cessation of hostilities just then,
. .f Bdvnt
army at thejr mercy go Simms was
obliged to return to his own lines
without accomplishing his purpose.
He left the truce towel in the hands
of Colonel Whittaker, who took half of
it and gave the other portion to Gen-- i
eral Custer. It was only shortly after
the incident just mentioned that
Sheridan and Gordon met and estab-- :
lished a temporary truce which held
until the conference between Grant
and Lee terminated the war.
Most important among this collec-- ,
tion of war relics is a little oval table
of wood, much battered and scarred,
on which General Grant wrote the
letter containing the terms of sur--;
render of General Lee, at the home
;of Wilmer McLean, near Appomattox
court house, Va. Immediately after
this event the table was purchased by
General Sheridan and given to Gen-
eral Custer as a present for his wife.
General Sheridan's letter of presenta-
tion, dated April 10, 1SG5, the day fol-
lowing the surrender, which is includ
ed in the collection, corroborates
this statement.
The collection also includes a pin,
made from a piece of conch Shell,
once a button from the coat of Gen-
eral Washington, presented by a re-
lative of the General to Custer. Lat
er Custer had it mounted in gold for
his wife, who wore it for many years
as a brooch.
Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real es-
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
Today's news todr.y. You get It In
the New Mexican.
..... ....
.K. ,..,.
luiruoiicu buinmcivm men 10 uikv In
the surrounding towins. Wlrs K.nbudc
Btatlon.
You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Vour orders are always assured per
spnaj attention.
I
Pope Motor Cycle
4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
A MotorOyde without a doubt with troubleleft lit the factory.
i mht HTI.KTJT AND RELIABLE.
PASH BROS..Agts., Santa Fe.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all oi
the time and works for th upbuild-
ing of our new Stat
You cannot get up to Jate printing
unless you have material
and faculties, the New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
s the same time .expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
. tention.
r
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Pacific railway against Kins; cmmiy
iu which Jnde llanford reduced tin
taxes of the railway about $10,11111
Let Him Know It ir you are cut ot ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the SubsciTbe for trie Santa Fe New
linger was already in The ofiice of sec-- j
ri'tary of the interior.
When Plummer sot off the stand,
the committee read into i;s record the
transcript of the cose of the Northern
during: the time .when these negotia- - ness and professional man in the city Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
tions beiween llanford and the North- - and county and a great many in the of the time and works for the up-er- n
Pacific were going on. Plate. If you have any special tal- - building of our new State.
TRUE REASONS FOR HANFORD
RESIGNING WHILE UNDER FIRE
ARE EXPOSED IN SEATTLE NOW
Round Trip From
o7 GRICULTURAL COMMUNITIES
ORGANIZE IN cHLBERTA, CANADA
Santa Fe to Mountainair,;
July 19th to Angust 2nd, 1912. SGHOC IL OF AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL. ! the limits of any municipality; alter
AS LONG AS JUDGE HANFORD ONLY WAS CONCERNED THE GANG WILLINGLY
WAGED THE FIGHT TO SAVE HIM FROM IMPEACHMENT
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
SUMMER SESSION
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
August 1st to 3 1st, J9J2.
attorneys at law. BUT WHEN PROBE HIT JUDICIAL BEAST
IN VITALS HE WAS TOLD TO QUITEDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney ani Counselor at Law.
looms 17-1-
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney. Ftra
Judicial District.
and adjust the boundaries of two or
more coterminous or adjacent muni-
cipalities: or witlid-t- w from any mu-
nicipality any area hereafter estab-
lished as a village under the provis-
ions of the village act, passed by the
legislature in 1!W7.
John I'orrie, deputy minister of mu-
nicipal affairs and tax commissioner
of Alberta, made the following state-
ment, at the government building in
respect to an inquiry at to the opera-
tion of the single tax system in the
farming districts:
"The only taxes levied in the rural
districts of this province are those
levied on lands. No taxes are levied
on improvements "r personal prop-
erty. This method of assessment is
a fair one and is satisfactory to the
farmers. In fact, any change to a
system of taxation whereby improve-
ments or personal pioperty are asses-
sed would be strongly opposed by
tliem. We have found no demand for
the tax system bewg changed so
(hat taxes would be levied on improve-
ments and personal property."
G. W. PR1CHARD,
Attorney and Counaelb." at La.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to casei
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg.. Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Lav-
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
will be held at the historic
SESSION of the Governors in Santa
Fe. Illustrated lectures on Euro-pea- n
and American Archaeology and Art ;
and on the Evolution of Man. Excursions
and walking trips to points of interest in
which the region about Santa Fe abounds.
Excursions to the Indian Dances at the
Pueblos of Santo Domingo and Santa
Clara. Visits to the ruins of Puye, Pecos
and the Rito de los Frijoles. The last two
weeks of the session will be spent in camp
at the Rito de los Frijoles, where the exca-
vation of the Ancient Cliff Dwelling ruins
will be in progress. Camping accommo-
dations at minimum cost.
Edmonton, the most northerly city
of the 50,000 class on the American
.continent, is not only successful with
the single tax system but has also
worked out a satisfactory pian of
EASLEY & EA5LEY,
Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esten-cia- ,
N. II.
Edmonton, Alta., July 20. More
than u hundred agricultural com-
munities in the province of Alberta
v.i'1 be organized this year under the
rural municipality act, passed by the
last legislature and effective in 1913.
The department of municipal affairs
has so far received requests for peti-
tions to organize municipalities, and
it is announced that elections will he
held in 35 localities this month and
that plebiscites may continue to be
taken until November.
The new system provides that faxes
shall be levied equally upon all rent-
able land in the municipality accord-
ing to the assessed value of such lan:'.
The assessment plan Is based upon
the following provision in the rural
municipality act:
"Lund shall be assessed at its actual
cash value as it would he appraised
in payment of a just debt from a sol-
vent debtor, exclusive of the value of
any buildings erected thereon or of
any other increase of value caused by
any other expenditure of labor or
capital thereon."
The question of taxation is dealt
with entirely by the council of the
rural municipality. The new act fixes
the limit, to taxation for municipal
purposes at ten mills on the dollar.
It is not expected that a rate will be
levied to exceed $S per 1(10 acres and
in many cases the rate levied will not
evceed $3 or $1.
With a view to encouraging the
cultivation of farming lands in the
province and at the same time dis-
couraging the speculative holding of
large acreages, several important
amendments will be brought to the
attention of the next legislature. One
of these is a recommendation tnat
the present refund of 25 per cen. of
all taxes on cultivated land be incas-
ed to 50 per cent. This, it is believed
would have the effect of driving the
absentee speculator out of the He'd.
Other amendments will be based )p-o- n
the actual experience of municiral-i- t
les when the act comes into opera-
tion next January.
The act provides that every muni-
cipality shall in so far as is practica-
ble, comprise an area of IS miles
square or 324 square miles and a'l
municiKilities shall be laid out on a
uniform plan as the condition of the
system of the Dominion land survey
and the physical features of the prov-
ince will allow.
The minister of municipal affairs
may sever any portion of a municipal-
ity and annex the same to any ad-
joining municipality; annex to any
municipality outlaying area hereafter
adjacent to but net, included within
Coy read into the record the tell-tal- e
decision of Judge Hanford which cut
down the taxes of the Northern Pa-
cific by $45,000 not counting the ac-
cumulated interest, at the very same
time that he was negotiating businejs
deals of great magnitude with the rail-
way officials.
At the very moment that McCoy
was reading the decision, the com-
mittee's subpoenas were being served
upon the law firm of Kerr & McCord,
ordering them to bring before the
committee all the files relating to the
numerous transactions in which they
figured in Judge Hanford's court. This
included their letters, papers, tele-
grams, memoranda and even the orig-
inal dictation given to their four sten-
ographers.
This move by the congressional
committee was the most sensational
in the proceedings. It came when
the Hanford defense was expecting
the investigation to close at any mo-
ment.
This, together with other develop-
ments, convinced Hanford's backers
that there was no longer any hope of
covering up anything. The desperate
scheme of "Big Business" to shield
the judge had failed and rather than
face the revelations which they knew
were forthcoming, they agreed that
Hanford should quit nd Hanford was
willing.
HOW THE CAMPAIGN STARTED.
The impeachment campaign against
Judge Hanford, which resulted in forc-
ing him to resign, was started by the
Seatt'e Star last August. The Star
called a public mass meeting of pro-
test against Hanford's ridiculous in-
junction against the people of Rainier
valley. Inis meeting, attended by 0
people, was addressed by eight
prominent, citizens, and the next day
Hanford caused the arrest, of six of
the speakers, the Star editors and of
the Star's attorney, John H. Perry.
Subsequently the grand jury
refused to indict the men
and the desperate scheme was block-
ed. But the Star did not stop the im-
peachment campaign. Attorneys were
hired to gather evidence with the re-
sult that Hanford, after a three weeks'
investigation, chose to, resign rather
than face the impending trial before
the senate.
Seattle, Wash., July 23 Taken by
surprise and confronted by the im-
pending congressional scrutiny that
would reach to the very bottom of
business deals involving Judge C. H.
Hanford and the gang behind him,
beneficiaries in his court, the gang in
induced him to resign
rather than face further disclosures
by the impeachment investigation.
This was the overwhelming, impell-
ing cause of Hanford's Quitting under
fire.
As long as Judge Hanford on!y
was concerned, the gang willingly
waged his battle. The senate always
raised a ray of hope to Hanford and
his backers on the ultimate outcome
of the impeachment.
But when the probe began to
touch the very vitals of the beast in
the judicial jungle, then the gang fal-
tered. Then it was that Judge Han-
ford suddenly discovered that he
"could not. stand the strain longer,"
and that he ought o conserve "what
little hea'th" he had remaining.
The gang had up to that time stub-
bornly hoped against hope that Han-
ford might yet be waved in spite of
the mountain of evidence piled up
against him on the charge of drunk-
enness, on his abuse of the writ of
injunction, on his vnfairness to poor
plaintiffs in personal injury suits, on
his allowance of excessive fees in
numerous receiverships.
The hope was based on the cumber-
some nature of impeachment proced-
ure.
But even this meager hope was
shattered into fragments when the
gang suddenly became aware that it
was not. Judge Hanford alone who
was being threatened by the expos-
ure of the congressional committee,
hut that the sword of Damocles was
hanging over the heads of the most
prominent members of the gang as
well.
They immediately abandoned the
air of bravado that they had labor-
iously bolstered up. Their hopes
for Hanford collapsed utterly. More
than that, they feared for themselves.
It suddenly dawned on them that
the congressional committee would
not remain content with a surface in-
vestigation. And they cowered before
the prospect of a probe to the bottom.
On Saturday noon Representative Mc
LOW RATE
One and one-fif- th fare,
McKEAN 4 orfEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in all the Courts and B
fore the Interior Department.'
New Mexico.Taos, - -
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ol
the State.
Las Cruces, - New Mexico
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVb.v
TI3E?
Tell your story to
2,000,000 Readers 'or
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your advertite-men- t
in 25 leacing newspapers' Sur.
liay issue, for $12 per insertion. De-
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
municipal owned public utilities, oper-
ating street railway and telephone
lines, water works, and electric light
and power plants. The municipality
has p'ans to install a gas plant cost-
ing $700,000, and also has exjerts at
work making test bores in the vicinity
of Edmonton for natural gas wells.
The city of Edmonton owns and
operates 10 miles of street railway
lines, a water distributing system of
fio miles of mains and an electric and
power plant of 5,100 k. w. Three
hundred thousand square yards of
paving, estimated to cost $1,250,000
will be laid this year. At the begin-
ning of 1912 the citj had 217,429 sq-jd-
of paving. Improvements in the
next two years will cost $5,000,000.
The municipality owns two indust-
rial sites of more than 240 acres in
the southern and northern parts of
the city, wlvre. factory sites can be
leased on long terms on a basis show-
ing (j per cent on the cost. The busi-
ness tax has been abolished. Elec-
tric light and power and water for
manufacturing purposes are sold at a
minimum cost.
The tax assessments this year
amount to $123,000,000, exclusive of
exemptions, and it is anticipated that
the rate will be about. 12 mills on the
dollar, as compared with 13.7 mil's in
1011.
TRIP ON CERTIFICATE PLAN,
ALL POINTS IN THE STATE"
TO
SANTA FE, N. M.
TICKETS ON SALE JULY 25th TO AUG. 15th
THROUGHOUT THE STATE.
Return Limit Sept. 5th, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt, Santa Fe, N. M.
MOUNTAINAIR CHAUTAUQUA;
EXCELLENT PROGRAMS OFFERED
IB
8:00 n. m. July 25th, lecture.HANFORD "RESIGNED" WHEN PROBE BEGANUNEARTHING EUIDENCE LIKE THIS:
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 P. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. in. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
DR. J. M. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
OXFORDS
THE SUMMER SHOE
L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Kx.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
the purpose of admitting the gradu-
ating class. "The Key of Knowledge,"
being handed the candidate for such
high honors he was permitted to pass
through, while the rest of the pro-
cession passed around it and guided
the candidate for the diploma to the
stage where music and responsive
reading, pertaining to such as have
through struggles eained the mastery,
after which Dr. McElfresh in an im-
pressive discourse on the "Compan-
ionship of Books", concluded the ex-
ercises by presenting the diploma.
The whole affair was planned and ex-
ecuted without a hitch in any wav,
and great credit is due to the faculty
of the Chautauqua literary and scien-
tific circle for its success.
The music was furnished by the
concert of New Mexico talent, under
the direction of Dr. B. E. Hedding.
NOTE AND PERSONAL.
Dr. David Boyd. President of the
State University, added greatly to the
pleasure and profit of the visitors of
the Chatauaua.
Prof. Alvan N. White, state superin-
tendent, added much in the way of
good, sound advice and instruction on
the subject of: "Education and Equal
Opportunities for All." We were sor-
ry to see him leave before the close
of the Chautatiaua.
Prof. W. T. Conway of the Agricul-
tural College, has proved himsef both
useful and ornamental in all depart-
ments of work in he Chautauqua.
The Chautauqua assembly expresses
its regrets at the loss of so many use-
ful instruments of nleasure in the per-
sons of Reverends Rose, Ziegier,
S'a.iterbeck, Shimer and others who
aided in the music. Also Secretary
Robinson, Secretary Schwartz and a
host of sweet singers among the fail
sex. We miss them all and hope they
will meet with us next year.
Dr. Conway, Col. Twitchell, Rev.
Hedgpeth and Col. Porterfield were
"Shakespeare the Man.
Owing to heavy rainfalls during lie
!ate afternoon, the audience a: t'.ie
tabernacle was not us lorec as expec-
ted. However, there was a good sized
crowd who showed their keen interest
in the subject of the lect ire as well
as the lecturer. Dr. Conwpy was very
clear in his interpretation of Shakes-
peare as a man and as a poet. He
showed that Shakespeare as a man
vculd have had the sam ? chance to
have survived as iny other man of
equal opportunities, but Shakespeare
a? a poet will survive ihe lapse of
time and the wreck of ages. That
Shakespeare was a rare genius, rep-
resenting a combination of talents as
rare as himself. To him, nature was
an open book, he the master, the oc-
ean but a drop of water and he the
chemist, the vast forest but a garden
and he the gardener. He was, in a
word, philosopher, lawyer, doctor,
chemist, analyst, botanist, florist and
all other sciences that count in the
complete man. He was a master of
all sciences and professions.
Dr. Conway had no difficulty in con-
vincing his audience that no other
man could have written "Shakes-
peare." As a poet he has supplied the
world with as rare verse as he was a
man. He had inspired ail the poets
who have written after him. Among
the many characters represented in
the writings of Shakespeare, Dr. Con-
way selected "Hamlet" as an example
by which to illustrate the character of
the writer. From this he showed the
effect of the treachery of hypocrisy
of the species of theology he had been
obliged to study, while the graduates
of the same species were plotting to
rob him of his knowledge rights.
8:00 a. m. July 2Cth, Boys' and
Girls' Club, Rev. J. F. Hedgpeth, lec-
turer.
Rev. Hedgpeth organized his cluh
SUMMER SCHOOL,
MOUNTAINAIR
CliAUTAQUUA
Here's Summer Footwear comfort for you,
Sir, galore I High and Low Cut Shoes that are
the Aristocrats of Summer Footwear.
BUTTON SHOES,
LACE SHOES
AND OXFORDS
In Many Choice Styles, Ties, Pumps, Etc.
COME AND SEE THE NEW STYLE !
Dull Calf, Russia Calf, Vici and Tan Leathers. An Ideal Shoe
for the Business Man and a Swell Shoe for
the Smart Dresser.
STATE SUNDAi SCHOOL
CONVENTION
SKETCH OP SUTCUFFE BAXTER, FAVORITE RECEIVER OF
JUDGE HANFORD, WHO HELD EIGHT RECEIVERSHIPS. HE TESTI-
FIED DURING HANFORD INVESTIGATION BY CONGRESSONAL COM- - indispensable to the success of the
Chautauqua, besides many others not
here mentioned.
with quite a number of boys and
girls who will demonstrate what can
be done with the. soil when treated
MITTEE THAT HANFORD HAD REFUSED TO ACCEPT A $65,000 BID
FOR STOCK OF A BANKRUPT CONCERN, AND THAT AFTER HE (BAX-- j
TER) HAD RUN THE BUSINESS. FOR A YEAR AT A DEAD LOSS THE
CREDITORS GOT ONLY $11,000. 7M
scientifically under the modern train
ing suggested through the Agricultur-
al College of the State of New Mexico.
9:00 a. m. Biwe study under the
management of Dr. McElfreeh, was
very interesting and instructive.
2:00 p. m. C. L. S. C. day.
State Epworth League
Convention
.
JULY AUGUST
Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. M
$7.65
DATES OF SALE
July 19th to Aupst 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
Aupst 5th, 1912, Ten Days.
Pleasure, Entertainment, In-
struction and Rest.
One and One-fif- th Fare from
All Points in New Mexico to
Mountainair and Return.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francis-
co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
4 SE S 2 SW1-4- , and W 2 NV
SW Section 23, Township 21
N., Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg-
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sep'.. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,
Register.
2:30p p. m. Graduating exercises.
Address.
The exercises were conducted by
Mrs. Hill in a grand march, headed
by the kindergarten, followed by the
teachers, higher grades and citizens,
presided over by Rev. Davis as mar-
shal of the day. The line of march
led around the tabernacle and through
sioner, and in 1909 he became secre-
tary of the Interior under President
Taft.
On February 7, 1908, Judge Hanford
wrote to Plummer, according to the
correspondence reaA to the commit-
tee:
"I am assured that the consent of
the reclamation service to the release
of the land can be obtained."
It took some time for the Northern
Pacific and the Hanford Irrigation
company to obtain the release neces-
sary from the reclamation service.
Plummer stated that the final release
for some 8,000 acres was not obtained
until June 8, 1909. At that time Bal- -
Letter after letter was read before
the Hanford investigation committeo
by George H. Plummer, Western land
agent of the Northern Pacific railroad
detailing the steps by which the Han-
ford Irrigation company acquired some
12,000 acres cf land in eastern Wash-
ington from the railway company.
Many of the letters written in 1905,
1906, 1907 and 1908 indicated that the
Northern Pacific heVd off the sale on
much of the lend wanted owing to an
agreement with the reclamation ser-
vice.
About that time Richard A. Ballin-ge- r
ot Seattle, intimate friend of Judge
C- H. Hanford, became land commis
HlJOl TMBlsan entrance at the northwest corner,
thence south to the eouthwest corner.
where was a closed gate, gaily decor
Today's news today. You get it In
the New Mexican.
ated with evergreen wreaths. At this
point the procession was halted for
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I r. -TAFT FINDS IT NECESSARY !! ?? THAT KID
WILL DRIVE ME
CRAZY M j
TO ISSUE DENIAL THAT HE
WAS NOMINATED BY FRAUD
--
.jV" : 1
KILBANE IS WILLING.
Cleveland July 28. Johnn Kilbane,
champion featherweight of the world
is going after heavier game, and is
out with a challenge to fight Ad Wol-gas- t
for the lightweight title.
Kilbane is confident that he can de-
feat the "Michigan wildcat." and
points to "dope" to show that he has
ah excellent chance to win from Wol-
gast. On September 3 of last year
he knocked out Jo Rivers, the Los
Angeles fighter, in 16 rounds. He
defeated Abe Attell in 20 rounds last
February.
Kilbane says that owing to the pe-
culiar ending of the Independence
Day battle between Wolgast and Riv-
ers 'he believes his bout with the
Mexican was a cleaner victory than
that of Wolgast. Kilbane figures that
his victory over Attell is more cred-
itable than the showing Wolgast made
in his bout with the former feather
weight champion, which, although it
was a contest, was called,
a draw by the scribes. j
Kilbane is of the opinion that there
are no more featherweights in sight
for him to conquer and tttat he is
entitled to a match with Wolgast. He
states that he is willing to meet the
"Michigan wildcat" on any reasonable
terms, and will make a side bet on
the match.
COFFROTH LAUGHS
STILLS WELI - WON'T
WHISTLING '
WE ever stop it?J
) ZZIZZZZZZZZZZZiZ!
Xtoot
i 1
AT WOLGAST. Wnd, the Athletic players and Connie
;San Francisco, Cal., July 28. Ad Mack have not quit. The pep is there
Wolgast wants a guarantee of and everything else, but there is
and the privilege of accepting a per something wrong with the team. The
cent of the receipts to stage three old punch, that of putting over the
winning. Jimmy Coffrofh says he runners in a close game, seemed to
laughed at Wolgast's proposition, be missing, but had been much in evi-Fo- r
fighting Willie Ritchie or with dence in the last two days,
the winner of the Murphy-Attel- l fight If the Mackers are to repeat the
Wolgast wants $15,000, for Joe Rivers triumphs of the last two years, they
$20,500, and for packey McFarland will have to travel at an awful gait.
$20,500. They are ready for it, though.
They figure the Red Sox are due
ECHOES OF THE RING. for a slump. Jack Stahl's team has
Bombardier Wells, the heavyweight not suffered such a fate, and it is just
champion of England, started talk of about due to topple. Then the
attempt at matching him with tionals are not thought of seriously
Jack Johnson by defeating Tom Ken- - as a pennant factor. There is too
nedy. Johnson and Wells were mat- - much young blood on the team, which
ched to fight in London about a year '"'ill crack when the battle gets hot-ag-
Because of the authorities, She test- - Whether this is true or not
match was called off. remains to be seen. One thing cer- -
A New York syndicate, headed by tain, the Athletics are a confident
Charles Mahoney, has offered $100,- - set of athletes.
Washington, July 29. A statement,
approved by President Taft, defending
his nomination by the Chicago con-- !
vention, was made public at the White
House today. It reviews every con- -
test before the republican national
committee and the credentials com-
mittee of the convention and asserts
that each contest was settled logically
upon its merits. The statement was
submitted to the cabinet at a recent
meeting and received an approval ofj
the president's official family.
The statement which is a lengthy
document, of 144 printed pages, is a
detailed denial of the charge that'
the renomination of President Taft
was accomplished by the seating of
fraudulently elected delegates to tihe
convention. It takes up individually
the 238 contests instituted by the
Roosevelt forces against Taft dele-
gates who were seated, and presents
evidence in each of these cases to
show that the Taft delegates were
regularly elected.
A resume of the statement, prepar-
ed by Charles D. Hilles, formerly'
President Taft's secretary and now
chairman of the republican national
committee takes up each contest,
briefly.
This resume opens with the decla-
ration that the Roosevelt contests, as
originally filed before the national
committee were not instituted in good
faith.
"The total number of delegates
summoned to the convention," says
the resume, "was 1,078, with 540
necessary to a choice. Mr. Taft had
361 votes on the first and only ballot
and was declared the nominee. There
were instituted against 238 of the
delegates regularly elected for Taft,
contests on behalf of Roosevelt. These
contests were avowedly instigated not
for the purpose of really securing
seats in the convention, not for the
purpose of adducing evidence which
would lead any respectable court to
entertain the contests, but for the
purpose of deceiving tihe public into
the belief that Mr. Roosevelt had
more votes than he really had, as
the conventions and primaries were
in progress for the selection of dele-
gates. The two hundred and thirty-eigh- t
contests were reduced by aban-
donment, formal or in substance, to
seventy-four- . The very fact of these
164 frivolous contests itself reflects
upon the genuineness and validity of
the remainder."
The resume then enumerates the
contests, and reviews the arguments
in each case. The review of the evi-
dence in the contests embraced im
the White House statement is certi-
fied by Victor Rosewater, chairman
of the national committee, and Thos.
H. Devine, chairman of the credentials
committee. As an appendix the state-
ment carries in detail the vote in the
national committee on each of the
contests, and a statement of the dates
of the Taft and Roosevelt conven-
tions in contested states. The ob-
ject of the latter is to show that the
Roosevelt delegates were chosen af-
ter the regular conventions had nam-
ed Taft representatives.
Another appendix is the report of
the credentials committee to the con-
vention, in which the statement is-
sued by the Roosevelt committeemen
attacking the majority of the commit-
tee was answered. In discussing the
charge the report said:
"The statement as a whole in its
insinuations ot combination of un-
worthy motive, in its recital of alleg-
ed facts, is grossly and maliciously
untrue. It was intended to convey
the impression that the time for
hearing cases was so limited as to
prevent their being properly present-
ed to the committee. The untruthful-
ness of this statement is clearly shown
by the records of the committee and
the newspaper reports of its delibera-
tions. Not only did the rules make
liberal provision for time in present-
ing the cases, but in every instance
where the parties presenting the
cases, or any member of the commit-
tee, asked for an extension of time, it
was granted."
The statement of the Roosevelt
members of the committee asserted
that the speed with which the cre-
dentials committee brought in reports
000 as a purse for a series of cham- -
plonship fight bouts. The offer stipu
lates that Johnson, Gibbons, Wolgast,
Kilbane and Coulon shall defend
many of the Mormons as possible to
various points where the chjrch has
communities. The United States r- -
my may be asked to supply tents.
The Mormon colonists declare they
have suffered many abuses at the
hands of the rebels and their crops
have been destroyed in a number of
instances, making many of them al
most penniless.
Apostle Ivins declared; "Not one of
our people has been mistreated by the
rebels so far, but profiting by the
harsh experiences during the past
when they were assured of rebel pro-
tection, they decided to send their
families away immediately when
they were informed that the guaran- -
tees were all withdrawn. The rebels
did not violaVe any or tne Mormon
' J7 NEW MEXIUAflII .Local Agents
Y and Desk combined.A A Desk Unit with few or
Jf A many Book Units as desired.
I desk and bookcase ever made.
H Roomy, convenient attrac- -R tive. We want to show you
bilities C; 11, write ot phone
Rubber
"made it evident that the reports had
been prepared beforehand." In reply
to this statement the appendix to
the White House statement said:
"In regard to the assertion that re-
ports were prepared in advance of the
action of the committee on creden-
tials no one of the gentlemen who
makes this statement will state of his
own personal knowledge that any re--,
ports were thus made.''
In concluding, the majority of the
credentials committee, defending Its
decisions said:
"As to the merits of these contest-
ed cases upon which the committee
passed it should be remembered that
the national committee sat for 15
days hearing evidence and argument
upon them. Out of a total member-
ship of 53 only 13 members of that
committee objected to the findings and
decisions and they only with regard
to a part of the cases, the action of
the committee having been unanimous
with regard to a majority of them.
The convention declined, by a sub-
stantial majority, to reverse the ac-
tion of the national committee, and
it referred the contested cases to the
committee on credentials. When our
committee met, rules were adopted by
unanimous vote. No one desiring to
make complaint as to the seating of
any delegates was prevented from
presenting his case. The committee
even considered cases which had been
decided by a unanimous vote of the
national committee, notably the Indi-
ana case.
"The committee on credentials of
the republican national convention
consists of 53 members. The com-
mittee in every case sustained the
decision of the national committee,
and in no case by majorities of less
than two-third- This statement of
facts, indorsed by 40 members of the
committee, who listened patiently
through all-da- y and sessions
to evidence and argument in order to
be able to judge cases Intelligently
and pass upon them honestly, should
be a sufficient answer to the reck-
less, unwarranted, and untruthful as-
sertions contained in the statement
signed by 11 members of the commit-
tee, two of whom did not attend ses-
sions of the committee, did not hear
any of the evidence presented, and
nearly all of whom indicated their
bias by voting in every case for the
delegates known to be favorable to
Mr. Roosevelt, including numerous
cases in which the action of the na-
tional committee had been unani-
mous for the Taft delegates."
As appendices the statement carried
the majority and minority reports of
the credentials committee on each of
the contests.
DEATH TO THE AMERICANS, MEX-
ICAN GEN. SALAZAR WOULD
KILL ALL FOUND.
Continued irom rage One.
army, since Orozco remains in Juarez.
Salazar's statement followed his
order to disarm the Mormon colonists
a- - Colonia Dublan Saturday night,
ters tending to oppress the Mexican
people.
"If the Americans have made a fail-
ure of their own government at home,
as they have, it is latter that we
should not have them here with us.
They get good wages and the Mexican
gets nothing. The Americans come
Ihere to exploit Mexico and the soon- -
ei that exploitation stops the better."
Salazar has been considered second
in command of the rebel army. He is
The colonists surrendered 100 rifles
and ten to fifteen thousand rounds of
ammunition according to A. A. Avins
apostle of the Mormon church. They
immediately prepared to send their
women and children to El Paso. Three
hundred and fifty of them arrived here
last night and more than 200 came to-
day.
The rebels left Colonia Dublan with
the declaration that they would en-
force the same order at Colonia Juarez
against other Mormons. El Paso, is
already overrun with refugees, Mexi-
cans and Americans, and it may be
impossible to care tat all of them.
Apostle, Ivins is arranging to send as
H
their respective titles against oppo-- league took the field at Atwood park
nents to be selected by a committee today to play Baltimore, Joe Yeager
of sport editors. The heavyweights was in the position of player-manage-
will receive $30,000 of the money, theIe was offered tne place today by
lightweights $20,000, the feather-- ' President Lichtenheim and agreed to
weights $15,000, the middleweights accept it until other arrangements
$10,000 and the bantams $3,000, No'are made.
Inention is made of the welters, nor announcement was made as to
is any time or place designated. jwhat position Lush will now hold
Billy Papke, who lost the middle-- ' witn the team,
weight title to Stanley Ketchel on his! '
" trip from Paris to Chicago NOTES OF THE GAME,
and return, declares that when he re-- The high cost of living is nothing
turns from France after his battle! compared to the high cost of athletes,
with George Carpentier in October He! Since Pittsburg paid $22,500 for Mar-wi-
take on any middleweight in the ty O'Toole the minor league magnates
business. Papke added he expected nave become deluded with the idea
tc fight his way back to the champion-- , that ball players are worth fabulous
ship before snow flies. jsums. Consequently few players aro
Every fighter signing articles for hens Phased this summer and the
10 round boxing bouts at the Orleans1"01-
-
eaBues on the verge of
city last season. He was so bad field- -
ing thrown balls that he got bone
bruises on his hands and had to re-
tire.
Then he was sent to Louisville.
With the club he worked seven games
in the box and lost them all. He has
been sent home to Texas, and it is
doubtful if he ever will advance
again beyond the Class D league, as
hitting is his only recommendation.
IT'S STILL A RACE.
The pennant- - in the American
league is not decided. Not by far. At
first it looked as if the White Sox
were going to clean up sure, but
they were stopped. Then the Nation-
als got on a long winning streak and
it looked as if they never would stop;
just the same they did, and now are
in second place. The Red Sox are
in front now and many pick them to
stick there. The team has many stars
who have been through the battle,
and fans are looking for them to stay
out In front.
The Red Sox have a long lead on
tihe Athletics, something like 11
games, and it does not look as if thev
will weaken. But, then, something
that is not looked for always happens
in baseball, and it may be that before
another month has progressed the
Red Sox will be in a big slump, while
the Athletics are just starting. And,
iwhen the latter does start, look out.
Anyway, although they are far be- -
JOE A MANAGER.
Montreal, July 28. When the
Royals of the International baseball
bankruptcy.
Pitching is not the only breaking
point manifest in the Athletics' ma- -
the outfield of a championship club:
while Murphy, the one reliable swat-
ter of the gradens this year, is p rob-abl- y
out of the fray for the season.
That this losing jtreak is worrying
McGraw is evidenced by the fact that
Little Napoleon is buying up all avail-abl- e
pitchers. Announcement is made
that McGraw paid $S00O for pitcher
Paddy Green of the Holyoke (Connec-
ticut State league) club, setting a
higihwater mark for purchased play-
ers from the Connecticut league.
Green is booked for early delivery.
In an effort to alleviate the sting
of disappointment which a batter
feels when he strikes out with the
bases filled, a Pittsburg scribe has set
down the fact that Hans Wagner
sawed the air in the decisive game of
the 1903 world series when all the
bags were choked, while Nap Lajoio
pulled a similar stunt in 1908, when
a hit would have cinched the A. L.
gonfalon for the Naps.
The Browns are almost out of the
woods, so far as apologies go. Mana-
ger Stovall has kept on plugging un-
til at last he has a ball club that is
almost ready to blossom into a con-
sistent winner.
They are now beginning to say that
Lavender is the find of the year in
the National league, just as Morris
Rath is in the American. Tet their
cases are not similar. Rath was tried
ty a couple of major league clubs
and was passed up as not being of
heavy timber. Lavender didn't even
get the trial until the 'Cubs took him
on a Chance. Neither looked parti-
cularly good to the major league
scouts. But both of them have sud-
denly sprung up as sensations.
One is a pitcher and the other Is a
second baseman. Both are young,
know the game and have many years
before them. Today probably a
large number of scouts are quietly
kicking themselves as they scamper
around trying to locate another Lav-
ender or another Rath. But they
are mighty hard to find. And even
i' they are in hiding they'll likely be
passed while the ivory hunters look
over the flashy kind.
The New York Giants, St. Louis
Cardinals and the Boston Americans
are all after Everett Scott, shortstop
of the Youngstown team, Central
league. Manager McGraw wired the
club owners, asking for a mice on
Scott.
History that was supposed to have
been accurate history in baseball has
been proved to be faulty. John Luby
does not hold the major league rec-
ord for consecutive victories as a
pitcher. The record is held cojointiy
by Timothy Keefe, formerly a pitcher
of the Giants, and Richard Marqtiad,
or "Rube" Marquard, as he is better
known, now a member of the Giants.
Since 1S90 it has been presumed that
Luby held the pitching record.
McGRAW SEEKING
NEW PITCHERS
Dave Robertson, the big
from the Carolinas, has been unable
to show anything on account of a
sore shoulder. He is still very much
of an experiment. Ernest Shore, the
other southern collegian, is extremely
green in every way.
None of McGraws prospects out in
the country have done anything as-
tonishing this season. It is believed
(he has a string on Louie Drucke, and
ine worK oi tne waco spenatnnit in
the International league is being care-
fully watched, but so far Louis has
done nothing exciting.
McGraw's pitching staff, as it stands
is apparently strong enough to win
the National league pennant without
trouble, but just the same the leader
of the Big town boys would probably
welcome a pair of fresh reliable twirl-er-
who could give his veterans
plenty of breathing space.
All along the western ledge the
critics are prophesying trouble for the
Giants on this tour. In Pittsburg
Barney Dreyfuss has placed himself
on record with ominous prognostica-
tions of woe for Jawn J. McGraw and
his boys, but the Giant leader is not
disturbed.
NEW WHITE HOPE.
New York, N. Y., July 29. The new-
est of the western "white hopes", one
Jesse Willard, a 220 pound cowboy,
will make his debut before a New
York fight crowd tonight in a six
round boat at the garden Athletic
Club, with Arthur Pelky of Boston.
STANDING OF THE
CLUBS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
New York 65 23 .739
Chicago 55 33 .625
Pittsburg 50 36 .581
Philadelphia 4:5 41 .512
Cincinnati 44 47 .484
St. Louis 40 53 .435
Brooklyn 34 57 .374
Boston 24 65
.270
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
Boston 66 29 .695
Washington 60 36 .625
Philadelphia 54 41 .508
Chicago 47 44 .516
Detroit ..46 49 .484
Cleveland 45 52 .464
New York 30 59 .337
St. Louis 27 65 .293
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
St. Joseph 55 43 .561
Omaha 54 45 .545
Denver 54 45 .545
Sioux City 51 45 .531
Des Moines 50 46 .521
Wichita 47 52 .475
Lincoln 33 54 .443
Topeka 35 01 .365
TODAY'S REPORT
NATIONAL.
Chicago at New York, rain 3:45 p.
m.
St. Louis at Boston, cloudy, 3:15 p.
m.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia, cloudy,
3:30 p. m.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn, rain 3:30
p m.
At Boston. Boston-St- . Louis game
postponed; wet grounds.
At Brooklyn R. H. E.
Brooklyn 2 11 1
Cincinnati l 8 2
Batteries: Rucker and Miller;
Humphreys and McLean, Clark.
At Philadelphia R. H. E.
Philadelphia 4 8 0
Pittsburg 1 6 1
' Batteries: Alexander and Killifer;
j Camnitz and Gibson,
,
TODAY'S GAMES
NATIONAL.
At New York R. H. E.
j New York 3 6 2
Chicago 4 9 0
Batteries: Tesreau,.Ames and Mey-
ers; Ritchie, Ruelbach and Archer.
AMERICAN
' AMERICAN.
Boston at Chicago, clear 3 p. m.
New York at St. Louis, clear 3:15
V. m.
Washington at Cleveland, postpon-
ed account of grand circuit meet.
Philadelphia at Detroit, cloudy 3:13
r. m.
At St. Louis R. H. E.
St. Louis 2 6 2
New York ...... 1 5 2
Batteries: Baumgardner and Snell;
Caldwell and Sweeney.
At Chicago R. H. E.
Chicago ..5 9 4
Boston 7 9 o
Batteries: Benz, Peters, White and
Block; Collins, O'Brien and Carrigan.
ASSOCIATION.
Minneapolis at Toledo, clear, 3:30
p. m.
St Paul at Indianapolis, cloudy,
3:15 p. m.
Kansas City at Louisville, ele.ar.
3:15 p. m.
PKIUTIUG CO.
fur
lfflPSr VS' AsifSSmtlilL a
KwimH sU fl52Bfl3ci?3te3.Ml IIgSlJ Jl" "E Jl
A. C. will be required to post weight
and appearance forfeits in the future.
This is one of the ironclad rules that
will be adopted by Manager Tortor- - cnine. The outfield is in wretched
ichs. Failure in the past to have the!shaPp from an attacking standpoint,
pugs carry out their end of the k Maggert, Lord and Oldring
tract entered into has forced the pro- - are not the hitting assets needed in
homes. They merely issued orders
i that the Mormons should bring in 11
their arms and ammunition, and this
was done."
Some Americans who recently left
Mexico, considered it was only a few
days before intervention by the Unit-
ed States is forced. They say they
expect the destruction of all American
property.
D. M. Brandholt, tn American Me-
chanic of Pearson, said: "It means
death to all Americans who persist
in staying there. The rebels disarm-
ed every one at Pearson, at Colonia
Dublan, at Colonia Juarez and many
other p'aces.
At Janos' they fought a battle with
the federals and were defeated. This
was Friday. More than 400 were
wounded at the fight.
Stamps.
DDIrVITfM! A
NEW MEXICO.
WHEN YOU FIND' YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, RE1HEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
JAPAN FIRST FOREIGN NATION
TO PICK EXPOSITION SITE
PRICE LIST.
One-lin- e Stamp, not over 2 1- -2 inches leag ISc
Each additional line on stamp 10c
One-lin- e Stamp, over 2 1- -2 and not over 3 -2 inches Ion . . 20c
Each additional line on stamp 15c
One-lin- e stamp, over 3 1- -2 and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
Each additional line on same stamp 20c
One-li- ne Stamp, over 5 Inches Ions per Inch Me
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hues
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches lone 25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
over one-ha- lf inch in size, we char re fer one Hue fer each
one-ha- lf inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
moters to adopt this rule, as almost
six out of every ten insist upon an
additional piece of change before they
consent to enter the ring, thus delay-
ing the feature scrap until they can
be coaxed to appear, or succeed in
"shaking the promoter down."
Harry Coleman, local manager of
Joe Mandot, New Orleans lightweight,
has announced that he has closed
terms wit Promoter Tom McCarey,
Los Angeles, for a twenty round
match between Mandot and Joe Riv-
ers, at Los Angeles, for Labor Day.
Mandot is now at Cedar Point, O. He
was wired at once that the match
was accepted. Mandot will return to
Memphis at once and he and Cole-
man will leave for the coast, where
Mandot will train for the match.'
Packey McFarland and Eddie Mur-
phy have been matched to fight ten
rounds at Kenosha, probably on Labor
day. The date has not been definite-
ly fixed and it is also announced that
interference by the authorities is not
expected. The fighters will weigh
135 pounds.
THEY GUARD COBB.
The Cleveland Press prints this
wildest yarn from an eastern corre-
spondent:
"Harry Tuthill was afraid that the
same fate would be visited upon
Cobb as befell Rosenthals that he
would be shot and killed from a taxi
ty hired assassins," said Bill Dono-
van of the Tigers, in discussing New
York. Bill was discussing Cobb's run-i- n
with a member of Tammany at the
ball park which resulted in the fam-
ous strike.
"Tuthill, who lived for years In
New York and who knows what he is
talking about, said it would be easy
to hire some one for $25 to turn the
trick. So we kept close watch on
Cobb until he got out of New York.''
Bill is one of the few Tigers who
never had a quarrel with Cobb.
CRISS IS OUT.
It is announced by Billy Grayson
taht Dudley Criss is no longer a mem-
ber of organized baseball. He has
teen released outright by the boss of
the Louisville club.
Criss was at one time the greatest
pinch ihitter in baseball. Then he was
a member of the Browns. First he
came here as a pitcher but was grad
uated ag a pinch hitter, and later de--
veloped into a first baseman, being
one of the 17 who served in that capa- -
Local Dater any towa and date, for 1- -2 inch 80c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in 1- -3 inch 50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, 1- -4 Inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year, 1- -8 inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater
..1.5
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp attd Weed Cut 1.50
Pearl Check Protector . 1JQ
SELF-INKIN- G STAMP PADS.
1 15 cts? 2x3 3--4, 25cts; 2 1- -2, 25 cts;
2 3-- 4 x 4 4, 35 cts; 3 60 cts; 4 1- -2 r 1 2, 75 cts;
4 1- -4 x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts pr - bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT COMMISSIONER S. YAMAWAKI SHAK-
ING HANDS WITH MAYO ROLPH OF SAN FRANCISCO; COMMIS-
SIONER Y. KATAYAMA AND JAPANESE CONSUL MATAUZO NAGAI.
Japan is the first foreign government to send representatives to San
Francisco to pick a site for their Panama-Pacifi- c exhibit.
Two commissioners- arrived recently in San Francisco. Thejr are S.
Yamawaki, commissioner of agriculture an dcommerce in Japan, and Y.
Katayama. The visitors were greeted by Mayor Rolph, Japanese consul
Matauzo Nagal and a reception committee. They were escorted to their
hotel by a troop of cavalry and a mo unted military band from the Presidio,
IICW MEYIf 4N
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PERSGLS Great Bargains N IMPORTANT SALE begins
Monday, lasting the entire
IN
viciousness armed to disqualify th
voters from selecting or nominating
candidates for office in advance of the
primaries, to protect a po-
litical machine and put the progres-
sives, if possible, out of business for
this fall's election. They were cow-
ardly and brutally active in throwing
the Honorable Abelino Romero, a pro-
gressive, out of the senate, to which
UNITED STATES BANK S TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business
MILLINERY
the balance of this month week on all this Season's Sum- -
tine people had honorably and legally
elected him by a majority of
votes, and for this act they had -- MRS. W. LIUHARDT,
mer Goods.
This line consists of
Coats and Dresses.
Your Patronage Solicited all Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits,excuse except the excuse of the high-- 125 Palace Ave.
. B. IAUGHLIN, President H.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst.
F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Cashier JULIUS H. GERDES
Jlills is a Santa Fe vis-
itor today.
H. C. yl)bott of Springer a former
member of the legislature, is in the
city today.
Postmaster E. C. Burke is in Albu-
querque today, having left Santa Fe
this morning.
J. C. Hyatt and family left today for
Corpus Cristi, Texas, where they will
take up their residence.
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., left for Hod-- !
ges this morning afur spending Sun-- I
day with friends in Santa Fe.
Bob Harvey came down from his
ranch" on the Pecos to spend Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. L. A. Harvey.
Adj. itant General A. S. Brookes has
returned from a short visit in Calif or-- i
nia where he has been visting his fam- -
ny.
Silviano Roybal, 'ormer sheriff of
Rio Arriba county, and Sosternes E.
Lucero, drove in from Santa Cruz this
morning on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowman returned on
Saturday from Las Vegas, where they
had been attending the funeral of
Mrs. Bowman's sister.
V. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio
way man or the bully, and because he
wag too manly to become a party to
heir intrigues against the people's in-
terest.
The progressives of this state can
not accept the nomination of Mr. Taft
as the candidate of the republican
party of the nation. We believe with
an unmistakable firmness of judg-
ment that 'he is the receiver of stolen
honors as a candidate for president.
We contend that his nomination was
brought about by manipulation, and
theft in arrogant defiance of the ex-
pressed public thought and action of
the people.
This is the indictment of the Amer-
ican people. Now, what are the facts
gates but until the convention gets
right down to work ou that important
feature, the draft will not begin to
crystalize. Among the planks that
wi'l undoubtedly go in the platform,
is a straight forward declaration for
the rights of the people as against
the sort of corrupt boss rule that has
existed in the new state as a relic of
territorial days. The platform also
will likely contain a declaration for
a presidential preferential primary
law, covering both the chief executive
and the vice president, a plank for the
direct election of senators.
Tlio fleet ctotrt l,.,ri.in,,,,. .;n
Established I856 Incorporated 1903 OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
Low Cut Shoes,Clean Up Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
CHILDREN'S, MISSES', LADIES', BOYS UNO EN'S
come in for severe condemnation,'"are twelve heretofore republican
are on sale for one week only at onehalf thestates in which presidential primaries
regular price.Summer Silks Afini F RPI IRMAN RRY ! (M
Grande railroad returned to the city are established by law. They are,
Saturday from a business trip to Al- - California. Illinois, Marvlaud, Jlassa- -
buquerque, Las Vegas and Raton, and chusetts, Nebraska, New Jersey, North
went to Espanola this morning. Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wight Giddings will South Dakota and Wisconsin. In each
occupy the house o Frank Nuding of these states primary elections were
during the two months' absence of held for the election of delegates to
!Mr. and Mrs. Nuding in the east. Mr. the Chicago convention, and in each
and Mrs Oiddines took nossession to- - 0Iie of them a majority of the votes
gg IIUULI UUUIUIIIIHl Ulll UUUUU UU
35, 40 and 50 cent
values for
if the general sentiment that appears
to exist among the delegates is trans-
mitted to the platform. The refusal
of the first state legislators who were
controlled by a handful of the old
regime, to pass proper taxa-
tion laws, will probably call for a
special plank in the platform and
the domination of the legislature by
the coal trust and railroad attorneys
will also be severely denounced. It
is apparent today, tf.bt the delegates
realize fully, that their platform must
be thoroughly progressive, based upon
principles and not upon personalities
and that it must, ring true to the peo-
ple and there is every indication that
it will be so drawn.
There is a strong sentiment among
the delegates to iirporate a plank
denouncing the alleged primary law
day.
Will C. Barnes has left Albuquerque
foi Cody, Wyoming, where he expects
to be stationed until further orders.
Mr. Barnes expects to be in the Yel- -
lowstone region for the next two
months.
cast were against the candidates for
delegates who were favorable to Mr.;
Taft, and in favor of Theodore Roose- -
velt, except the state of Wisconsin,
and that state was for a home man,
jMr. LaFollette. Out of 2,271,750 votes
least at these primaries Mr. LaFollette
received mostly from tainC.r T nnnliTna W Smith flf Silver'
SILK PARASOLS in the very nobbiest patterns, all going
at l3 off. This is the time for the wise buyer to in-
vest, for investments they are.
SEE THE PRETTY PARASOLS in the window. It gives
you an idea of the values.
WE ARE RUNNING A BIG REDUCTION on all Summer
Lines, giving opportunities to save Big Money.
own state, Mr. Taft received 738,117,
and Mr. Roosevelt received 1,179,405.
In these heretofore republican states
...c
.,,eb u. ii" io iu, I):vssea by the okl gnar(, in the last
Scrim and Lace Curtains
Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
one aK.u,.si ml: ih, ami nearly i" legislature which is unanimously de
City will leave that wce on
day and arrive in Santa Fe
day, to take charge of the church of
the Holy Faith, under call of the
ry to become rector here.
Miss Pauline Kinsel, daughter of
George Kinsel, returned to Santa Fe
on Saturday, from Cincinnati, where
she has been attending school. Miss
Pauline is expecting to enter school
again in the fall either at Cincinnati
or at some other point.
William B. Prince met with a pain-- ;
ful accident on Friday last at the
Prince orchard near Espanola. A lad
SELICIR HS.MPNff
lo one la uivor oi xueouore uoose-velt- .
Out of 5(51 vites received by Mr.
Taft in the convention, including ev-
ery fraudulent vote allowed him by
the bosses, 244 of them came from
southern states, and not one of these
states is ever expected to furnish a
single vote in the electoral college
for a republican for president; and
yet in the Chicago convention they
furnished 40 per cent of the delegates
that secured the nomination of Mr.
nounced as a mer- subterfuge and
worse than no law at all.
The ousting of Abelino Romero by
the stand' patters in the senate with-
out a hearing of anv kind, will come
in for bitter and a reso-
lution will probably be adopted, ab-
solutely condemning all such politi-
cal methods and deals. Other planks
which are being urged here. ire a di-
rect call for all the people regardless
of past political affiliations to unite
tinder the new banner for the restora-
tion of representative government and
to completely overthrow the machin
Phone 36.Box, 219.M P. O.
v. tszsxz
der on which a man was picking Iruit
fell upon him with fu'l weight of both
FIRE INSURANCE FIREladder and man, inflicting
consider- - Taft against the emphatic expressed
able injury. will of a great majority of the repub- -
lican states of the Union, and If we
built up in both tneREPRESENTATIVE MEN OF EVERY include Alaska, and our insular pos-t-t'- J o u ij.uiibb
20-AC- RE FRUIT RANCHCOUNTY IN STATE JOIN IN BIG sessions whose delegates voted for y special interests anu a piann
dealing with the high cost of living.Mr. Taft for the same reasons the FOR SALE in Tesque Valley, 600 bear- -MEETING.iCoutinued from Page One.) southern delegates did. office received me lacu or employment oi many peo- - ng trees. A little develop;or promised, then more than 50 per ment WILL DOUBLE VALUE WITHIN THREE YEARS' TIME.
o
z
D
Z
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TO LOAN
pie and the wage question. The in-
dications are, that the platform wTTi
be a complete departure from the
platforms of both the old parties and
that it will be broad enough and hon-
est enough to permit any man to un-
ite upon it for the coming campaign.
cent of the delegates voting for Mr.
Taft came from localities that are
absolutely a negative quantity.
As against this great array of
southern delegates for Mr. Taft, Mr.
ability.
They want a revision of the revenue
laws, and new laws enacted looking to
the reduction of taxes of the common
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.Roosevelt got the section of countrya tax naver, anu me miamo j- -"in
.! ntl,n.L. I.i i , i MitnKHr.0 11 nraB,7 revenue irom corporations anu uiur m uiai mis ueen hiuuiiie, iciu-- n
fflon the output of mines, and especial-- ' idents for forty years, and with all of!
-
. . .
'
.. .. 1.1...... HEALTH LIABILITYACCIDENT
on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
uT before closing a deal elsewhere.
O. C WATSON & CO
Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ly on the output of coal mines amount-- tne cnicanery, jugglery, ruuupij n"
iiig to over 3,000.000 tons a year, which manipulations by the interests Mr.
is practically untaxed, and the reve-- 1 Taft got only 21 majority out of a
nue to the state from which would, total of more than a thousand seated
or ought to amount to a quarter mil- - delegates. To get this 21 majority he
lion dollars per annum. 'had to have two votes from Califor- -
REBELS OPEN HEADQUARTERS,
Los Angeles, Calif., .Tuly 2!). Agents
ol the .Mexican government havej
learned that Mexican rebels have op-- i
ened headquarters here and are work-- j
ing energetically to reorganize ehiij
scattered forces of the insurgents.
It is said that the intention of Oroz-c- o
to abandon Chihuahua, resumed
x The people asked lor a ranroau iaw, nia, six votes iruiu Aiiauun, mm nm--
defining the duties of railroad corpo-;tce- votes from Washington, which
of operations in Sonora, and graduallyffl rations to the people and providing were a diabolical steal, for each
. .
move toward the western coast of
Mexico.
Jfc unburdensome rates tor meir pauuns uiese nisi iiameu siaim i mni
lihoi al nrovisiona for the nrotec--1 marv elections declared against Mr.
SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCONVERY,!
Phone. W 204.1 ',?:::: 1415 Palace Avenue
SSSasaWS evSW55jS?vSHS tion of rairoau employes. They want Taft and for Mr. Roosevelt ; but the
other progressive legislation abreast jobbers that made up the roll-cal- l ofism"mmmm'mm! of ti,e age jn which we live. How the convention ignored the voice of
-
inmch of this class of legislation did the people, and recognized rump meet- -
xeo frot fvnm rne nrsr. legislature ut ires oi iioiiiiciuus w nu iimmiru v.un-
tests in these states against the reg
JUMPED FROM CAR.
Billings, Mont., July 29. Mrs. II. J.
Mock of Kansas City, Mo., leaped
from a window of a sleeping car near
I'eritze, Montana, early today, and
was giMed. Her body was recovered
by railroad men sent out from Sheri-
dan, Wyo.
Mrs. Mock was being taken to Hel-
ena, Mont., by her husband and daugh-
ter for her health.
the state? Nothing.
They were domineeringly active in
setting up jobs for the ousting from
their seats members on charges that
ularly rfiosen delegates. This steal
was manipulated for a purpose. The
men behind it in sheer desperation
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.
tihey could not sustain, only to suffer brazenly proposed to retain their grip
hiimitintwin strut (lisirrnce for the at- - on" the organization at any cost, and SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
STERLING SILVER.
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
tempt. They wei'3 sychophanticall? 'now they expect the intelligence of the
active in the passage of a pretended nation to uphold, sanction and sustain
primary election bill, afterwards this great crime against popular d
by the governor, which in its eminent, a repetition of which would
S involve the country in revolution.
I!
Society Stationery The New Mex-ca-
Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latet
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
San Francisco
StreetReliable Jeweler H. C. YONTZ,StH. 5. KAUNE a GG
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
With the exception of the clause!
in the national democratic platform,
that any tariff except for revenue only
i.i unconstitutional, the platforms of
the two old parties are like twin
brothers, one so imitative of the oth-
er, you cannot tell them apart save
by name. In them both you find a
jargon of meaningless words, the
same old platitudes with a new coat
Why Walt?
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Companyof varnish, the same promises kept
to
AT TESUQLE, FORMERRASPBERRIES the ear with all rights reserved tobreak them when called on to keep
them.
Both of the platforms of the old
You get it in FOR SALEToday's news today,the New Mexican. STROBER and WELTMER RANCHES COM
parties are more significant in theNEW MEXICO.E. LAS VEGAS, things they omit than in fine things
MAYESJRED
OR
BLACK
Accurate Work-Qu- ick Returns!
BINED. Sixty acres-we- ll
fenced. One-ha- lf under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of
LEONARD, Tp mw
City Property and Loans. 120-- 4 J
they contain. Not even the demo-
cratic platform declares for a consti-
tutional amendment by which the peo-
ple can elect at the ballot box their
U. S. senators, and both platforms are
woefully silent on the Initiative and
referendum. We; note with unfeign-
ed surprise, however; that the demo-
crats say nothing Ht all about sixteen
to one, or the imperialistic tendencies
of its friend and neighbor.
Whatever these old , organizations
may have been in the past, and how-
ever much they have done for the
country, they have outlived their use
A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQyE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
CORNS, BUNIONS and INGROWING TOE NAILS
Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection. Appoint-
ments Made to Call at the House.
if READ'S- - B
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY s NEW MEXICO
Now jis the time
to place your or-
ders for preserv-
ing. Now they are
at their,
Lowest and Best
We can take care
of your business.
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Ojrc hards,
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LALGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE, N. M.MONTEZUMA HOTEL,
fulness, for they .have departed from
their original creed and no longer
possess the confidence of the people.
The democratic organization escapes
much of the criticism that the other
organization gets, but that is because
its sins are older and more generally
forgotten. Give it a chance, then
see what will happen. You will note
I am here speaking of organizations,
and not parties, and I want it to be
understood here and now, that any
party is better than the organization
that represents it, even the two old
concerns, whose records I have gent-
ly, but respectfully touched upon in
The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the de-
tails of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as M r. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large TA AA
readable type, qMU.UU
SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
9
H, S. Ill SCO.FIRST-CLAS- S HACK SERVICEFor Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses- -CORRICK'S HACK LINE ::: THEODORE CORRICK,Prop'r
PhoM Stack 9.
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
A Concise HI tory of the Important Purt that Education Meant to the Settlement
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read, In a paper-boun- ptiam- - ycr'let, something that should be In every home In the State. Price, eniS
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address the
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
these remarks.
THE PLATFORM.
Much discussion is heard here, as
to what sort of a platform will be ad-
opted by the conveution. There are
many suggestions offered by the dele- -
Where Prices are Lowest
v for Safe Oualitv SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO ir
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a Year.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any money-transmitti-
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con-
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist-
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President. J. B. READ. Cashier.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Daily, per year, by mail $5.00 Daily, per quarter, by mail $1.25
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The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the ear Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, N. M
EDDY COUNTY HAS i
PROGRESSIVES TOO
REMARKS frKne
a color will be Eleanor green or
EUanor purple, as it is hardly to be
thought that the aesthetic Woodrow
v.ould consent to anything as lurid
or startling as Eleanor red, and the
ladies themselves might not consider
that as satisfactory for their sashes
or bows or embroidery color as some
shade less pronounced. Eleanor yel-
low might do, if Eleanor wants that,
but it would again rather put the men
out of the color scheme, and it might
not suit the ladies either, as they do
Sec, we feel perfect- -Good evening,
ly trivial. ENTHUSIASTIC COUNTY CONVENTION IS
HELD; DELEGATES SELECTED TO ATTEND
STATE CONVENTION AT ALBUQUERQUE
IT IS GOING TO WIN
The progressive cause is going to win through the new movement. Be
it now or later this organization will be the medium through which au
eventual and great triumph is sure to come.
Never in the political history of this country have the same conditions
existed nor has any movement attained so great headway in so short a
time. Tlie standpat papers, in an attempt to belittle it cite what they call
otther movements that have sprung up, and later withered and died. They
speak of the populist and greenback parties as examples, but they forget
that the former was confined to a small section of the country and the only
We are going right straight down
there to Albuquerque and 'progress
around a little bit.
Edward W. Sims has withdrawn
from the progressive party. Well,
Harry has a job, hasn't he?
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS 4not seem to lean much to yellow, Carlsbad, N. M., July 29. The pro-
beautiful color though it is. Should gressives in Eddy county held a well
Eleanor choose red that would scarce- - attended convention Thursday after-l- v
'
find the favor that Alice blue or noon. W. A. Craig was elected tem-Hele- n
pink did as about all the use porary chairman and R. L. Halley,
it could be put to would be for rouge, secretary. The convention later made
or lip paint. It is up to Eleanor, this Major E. P. Bujac county chairman
color responsibility, should her father and W. A. Craig secretary. There was
get to be president, and it behooves atuch enthusiasm. Stirring addresses
iher to choose well. To the Byatand-- j v;ere ma(je by Major Bujac, W. H.
er it looks like Eleanor green or Reeves and p j Lukens. Major Bu- -
representative they ever succeeded in electing to the United States senate
was Peffer of Kansas, who served one term; no representative of the green-- j The Bystander has come out in fav-
-
back party ever achieved that honor; but already the progressive party has or of buttermilk, but we still stick to
some of the leading members of the senate men of big brain and sterling !"r old and tried friend, root beer.
loyalty; men who have already done things and are recognized as among
the leading members of the highest legislative body in the country. The) E'even more Taft votes have just
party has a foothold antl will have an organization and full ticket in nearly heen nominated. That makes a total
every state in the Union. Forty-si- x states are already enrolled. The move- - of twenty-eigh- t including the Hon.
ment has greater principles back of it than any since the one which brought Sec.
the republican party into life. It is not based on a single theory, like that
of a change in our money system, nor on the idea made up of vagaries, but: We trust that when they are noti--
it has its foundation on the greatest principle in governmental life; the one tied that they have been nominated
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
S. A. AKINS, Proprietor.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Eleanor purple. jac ot Carlsbad and P. S. Twilliger of
Artesia were elected delegates to theWHERE IS IT. state convention in Albuquerque on
I wonder wnere tnat public Duiimn
bill that was to give us a new post
, Monday, and R. L. HaUey of Carlsbad
j and F. J. Lukens cf Artesia, alter-- :
nates. Major E. P. Bujac "was endor-
sed for candidate for representative in
congress. Reports from various
parts of the county indicate that the
progressive movement has many
lowers and will have to be reckoned
on which this nation itself was builded freedom of the people, and a right
of voice in governmental procedure. It has not one element of anything revo-
lutionary nor disturbing to financial nor commercial affairs, nor to govern-
ment stability. It only calls for a square deal for the people and some atten-
tion to those matters which most deeply concern them. It is only, a demand
that the power be taken from a few men to dictate and control as they are
now doing. It is a demand for a change from an oligarchy to a democracy.
0 1
both Mr. Taft and Mr. Wilson will ac- - omce an(i beautiful stone structure to
cept promptly. ornament our town and give us de- -
cent surroundings for handling our
Out in Los Angeles, a woman went good Uncle Sam's mail, has gone. Has
crazy from counting pennies. Well, it it heen chloroformed or slungshotted
won't make Taft crazy counting those out of existence or has it succumbed
postmaster votes in New Mexico. to "Washington heat and needs some
'revivifying action?
England has officially notified the The Santa Fe postofflce is certainly
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.with at the election this fall.
Louis C. Hill, the supervising engi-
neer spent several days inspecting thef FT THF PFAPf F hFCinE
nothing a Dira- - 11 "ula "e an rignt ior someSuch is the verdict Ileitis eiven in the different states where the nrogres-- i United States that she has Meals, 50 Cents.
sive party is holdiug conventions. The policy is in keeping with the spirit more to add concerning the Panama
and motto of the new party, "Let the people rule." canal. A'right then, call the roll.
By this action the new party, brought into being by an inevitable pro-
Carlsbad project this week. He wassmall town where not much room was
needed and where location does not wel1 Phased with conditions in the
enter so prominently into considera-- project. He said bat this is one of
tion, but for the capital of the state the best irrigation districts in the
it is nothing short of a disgrace, and country and has about the best ana
the ground about it, as 'has been inti-- , safest water supply of any. The im- -
mated once or twice in this column piovements made the last month of
is a greater disgrace stilk the irrigation works are about ready
When the news came from Wash- - and places the Carlsbad project in
cess of political evolution, elects to give the people an opportunity to say
whether or not it shall be made permanent. If the American voters hon-
estly believe that William Howard Taft was made the nominee of the so- -
With only eight progressive state
conventions on the job Saturday, we
must admit that there really doesn't
seem to be anything to this progres- -
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
called republican party by questionable machine methods and' that Theo-
dore Roosevelt was entitled to the nomination as the choice of a majority sive movement,
of the votes of the convention they may so express themselves. If, on the ington that a bill would be passed, j the front rank. Mr. Hill visited the
giving Santa Fe a fine federal build-- j farms and finds that substantial pro-in- g
with a postoffice that was fitting gress has been made,
to this city, everyone felt glad and The PllbIic vtilities company has
The new tariff on sugar comes too
late to aid us any. We have grown
so accustomed to taking coffee with-
out sugar or milk that we couldn't
change now, even if cost ten
cents per hundred.
other hand, they believe that the nomination of Taft was in order, that it
was right or that it was necessary, let them so express themselves, and by
so doing withhold their approval of the creation of a new party at all.
It can scarcely be questioned that any new party formed under such cir-
cumstances as are tending to bring about the progressive movement will be
conceived in honesty. Under no other conditions could it ihope to live, even
through one campaign. The question which the voters of the nation, will
need to decide, therefore, will be simply whether or not political conditions
demand a new party.
0
mere was grouna ior rejoicing, uui u appomtpd c L Schultz t0 have chargeto look if the whole thingbegins as of the ,ower p,ant In the fl vhiedream or an infusion ofwas a p.pe L m. CanfieM will be in charge athot air. There is such a splendid site , . , . . . . . , p
The Montezuma Hotel,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
A Chicago bartender is going to co-
llegeand at that he won't feel out of
p!ace when he meets some of the
gilded youths that are found in some
of our loading educational
for a public building on the corner
of Palace and Lincoln avenues, and
the need for it is so great that il
really seemed as if we were in the
face of this longed for improvement,
but it seems as if we are doomed still with
Wangler's new residence and the of-
fice of Bujac and Brice this week.
The Eddy county teachers' institu-
te will open August 5th. County Su-
perintendent A. E. Bailey will be in
charge. Professor W. A. Poore of
Carlsbad is condur'gr and Professor
F. M. Hatfield and Professor B. F.
Kaiser instructors. The institute will
continue for four weeks, the attend- -
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
longer to march to the postofflce, situ- -
The housekeeper of a wealthy San ated outside the business district with
Francisco woman has been arrested a front entrance that is not fit for a
charged with purloining one automo- - back one and an aisle for patrons to Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.bile. Well, what can rich people ex- - walk down to reach their boxes, that
ONE MAN'S UlEW
"He will poll a huge vote in North and South Carolina, Georgia, Vir-
ginia, Maryland, Kentucky and Tennessee," said Mr. Gay. "Many residents
down there don't believe Wilson will amount to anything. I think that per-
sonally he is progressive, hut the crowd behind him will prove too strong.
I have studied the matter a long time and I am convinced that Teddy is the
only man who has the power as well as the inclination to be a progressive
president."
The above is the opinion of William D. Gay of Alabama, who has always
voted the democratic ticket, but is, today for Roosevelt. It is but the view
of one man, but it gives a slight view of the drift of the wind and is one
of the straws. Never in our political history has the present movement
been duplicated in its earnestness, nor its widespread effect.
0
Colonel Ball, one of the big democrats ot Missouri, and a candidate
pect when they leave their diamonds is about as narrow as that one the ance beinS compulsory the last two
weeks. The examinations will be heldprofessor used to snake us down asand autos strewn around so careless
Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
222 !ia Francisco Street :: :: G. Lt'PE HERRERA, Prop.
for governor, is one of those men who speak out plainly and without sub
he hurried us toward the platform in
the school house back home, to make
a horrible example of us.
It is to be hoped that no more foot
air will be piped to us concerning the
public building matter.
INCONSISTENCY.
A poor woman with a sick infant,
three weeks old, was fined $1 in a
New York city police court for sitting
on the lawn in Central Park with the
thermometer at killing heat.
Sometimes it seems as if the law.
ly?
The New York police department re-
grets to report that it has not been
able to secure confessions from the
gun men who shot Rosenthal. Our
secret opinion is that the New York
police department reall" doesn't need
a confession it needs revision.
The Mexiccn Ambassador wants the
XTnited States to buy the Chamisal
strip which is in dispute. The main
thing of value in the Chamisal strip
the last two days, ugust 30 and 31.
The state superintendent, Alvan X
(Vhite, and others will deliver le
tures.
The lateral system of the Carlsbad
project is undergoing its regular
summer cleaning this week while the
water is out of the canals for ten days.
Every ditch rider is out with a good
force of men and will have the later-a'- s
in first class condition when the
water is again turned in.
Haying is going on with a rush.
The man with a hundred acres of al-
falfa gets no rest. The last of tho
second cutting is being harvested,
but the third cutting is already for
he mower where cut four or five
weeks ago. Hay shipments continue
heavy as .he demand is strong for
the "pea green" hay of the Pecos
is the staid old El Paso Times, so we which ought to be the most consistent
terfuge. He freely admits the strength of Roosevelt in the campaign just
ahead and says frankly that he will make great headway in the old demo-
cratic stronghold. The Colonel says: "If Roosevelt comes to this state he
will turn things topsy turvy." That is true in other states than Missouri.
Roosevelt has so great and enthusiastic a following that the politicians do
not know how to figure on it and he is likely to mix things up. However, he
may turn things topsy turvey in the campaign, there would be no danger of
him in the White House as he has been proven in that position and gave as
"safe and sane" an administration as any president we ever had.
0
The passage of the LaFollette wool bill in the senate, which was un-
expected, and the likely passage of the measure in the house, is likely to put
President Taft in a very embarrassing position. This is practically the bill
he vetoed August 17, 1911, on the grounds that the tariff board had not re-
ported on schedule K. The board has since reported and the LaFollette
bill follows the board's conclusions quite closely. Mr. Taft is really between
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
suggest that the lTnited States just thing in the world is the most mcon-perm-
Mexico to keep the Chamisal sistent. Perhaps the fault, however,
i is not so much with the 'aw as withgtrip
j the execution of it. An experience as
attorney and a term onPhneniz Ariz., practicinga u fnnnrt in
the bench, did not impress upon the
Think About It! --Then Act I
that had reduced larceny to a busi-
ness. What a peach of a job that
gang would have had in Chicago re-
cently. Every member of it might
Bystander the idea that the law is
intended to be harsh nor unsympa-
thetic, nor to strike at the poor and NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN Yfed- - aeipiess, ana let tnose wno are innow be nominated for some good
wnai we can uie niguer wants oi me,eral position.
GENERAL AGENTS. SANTA FE, N. M.
(010493)
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in- o
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
two fires and can, by his action seriously cripple the interests of the big
wool growei s of the west, among whom he has strong supporters, or offend
the eastern wool men from whom he also expects assistance in his cam-
paign. He has not tariff board decision to hide behind now and must come
out into the open. It is a trying hour for Mr. Taft.
0
"They can't do anything," and "We'll have a law passed," are two good
mottoes lor the campaign, both showing the boss methods that have been
used and would stilt be. had not the progressive party come into life. It is the
bull dozing, tyrannical manner of the political boss to insolently declara,
"They can't do auything"; or the angry magnate who has been criticized to
HE DID.
Tommy came out of a room where
his father was tacking down a carpet.
He was crying lustily.
"Why, Tommy, what's the matter?"
asked his mother.
I
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,papa hit his finger with the
shout, "We'll have a law passed." The day for that kind of thing is fast hammer, sobbed Tommy.
go free.
Now and then some act, like the one
above quoted seems like a rank in-
justice and makes the blood boil. I
recall an instance rArallel to it which
occurred some time ago when a jani-tres- s
in one of the big corporation
buildings took a cake of soap from the
building and was sentenced to a term
in the county jail, while violator of
the law in vast financial matters, in
which the government is directly in-
terested, have been permitted to go
scott free. Humanity as it was orig-
inally moulded is full of the kindly
We see it everywhere in
daily life, where a helping hand is
stretched out or a helpful word given.
who, on July 26, 1904, made home-- ;
stead entry No. 010493-799- for E 2
NW NW 4 SW Sec. 13, Lot
3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-- ;
tice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish c!aim to the
land above described, before Register
and Rec iver, V. S. Land Office,;
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
passing away. "Well, you needn't cry about a
0 thjng ike tnat," comforted his moth- -When one stops to think of it, there seems a little inconsistency in ex-- er yvhy didn't you laugh?"
EDDV DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List. Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
pellmg Congressman I'atlin lrotn nts seat, ior expenaing iu,uuu in tne cum-- 1
..j di(j . S0Ubed Tommy
when tie owns to anpaign, and leaving Senator Stephenson uunioiesteu,
However, it is not expected thatexpenditure of $loo,000 to win his election.
politics will always present consistencies. THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT
--
0- AS day of Sept., 1912.Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas- -Suffering always stirs a responsive AN UNUSUAL LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACT
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS "SELF SUSTAINING " POLICY
tacio Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
And now comes a Boston man who says that soap is not clean. Has
the doctor got tome cream lotion or medicated waters he wants to sell. This
soap decision will be to the dirty faced boy in the country as joyful news
as the bill board announcement that the circus is headed for his town.
0
Some inventive genius has invented a machine for telling when a per-
son is in love. Now, let some chap invent a machine that will inform a
nian when he's hungry.
n
CAMPAIGN COLORS.
The silly season in the political
campaign is about to open now, when
songs and colors and brilliant epi-
grams will be heard and seen from
every angle. What color will be as
rhe Most Liberal Proposition Written. It Is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.It Has a Return Premium Provision.It Has a Total Disability Clause. Tnis Alo ie Is Worth the Priue.
chord and the first hought is: "What
can I do to help," but it sometime
seems that when a man is investo'l
with legal authority, he immediately
begins to feel that he must put asid?
al! instincts of kindness or sympathy
and invoke the letter rather than the
spirit of the law. Our best judges in
our courts are the ones who have the
Ls Explain it to You.
GENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALL KOOM 21. CAPITAL CITYBANK BLIXisigned to Wilson if he enters the
If the new party appeaU to you as an advance step in the direction of jvvhite House remains yet to be seen
cleaner politics, belter government, truer democracy it deserves your sup-:an- wju depend largely on what hue
KANSAS CITY, MO.,
ID RETURN,port. It's up to you personally to decide. iS the pet of his favorite daughter, i ability to temper Justice with mercy, wmi-- o- Roosevelt and Taft 'have already beenA Toledo man floored a burglar with a dictionary. We never heard it 'assigned their colors in Alice blue and and give to the poor, at least s greatconsideration as the rich. Judge Lind-sey'- s
juvenile court "ave a fine exam-
ple of this method and has had a tre- -
this way before, but we have known many a man who was floored for the; Helen pink, whatever those shades
want of one. may be. Of course, all the ladies 30$26 AUTO GARAGE
-- 0- know. To a man it doesn't matter I mendous influence in giving boys
24th Annual ConventionMen in Philadelphia are carrying whiskey in their walking sticks,
le better than carrying it in the esophagus.
That much, as he hasn't much choice in
the affair. The blue might be all
right for any portion of his dress
who were getting a wrong start, a new
and better idea of life. Common
sense is the best possible element to
mix in with the law, to give justice
sway.
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
George Meredith makes one of his book characters, a culinary philosopher,
eay: "Kissen. don't last. Cookery do.' Yes, that may be true but yet.
0
Cor.
Seligman
and
Water
Sts.
Dates of Sale, August 16th to 19th.
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Givirjj the best service at all times. Phone your cal
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION ON HAND.
THE McCORMlCK AUTO CO
CHICHESTER S PILLS
.
BRAND. a
Return Limit, Aug. 31st, 1912.
Let's see, has Mr. Nicholas Longworth made any remarks on the presi-
dential situation, lately? We don't remember noticing any.
0
A Chicago woman has sued for ten dollars damage for a broken heart.
It would seem that she is mistaken. It must have been only cracked.
which may be in colors, but pink, be
it Helen or Maud, would not make
much difference, as pink neckties or
pink socks would not be considered
as especially good taste, that color
not generally being regarded as par-
ticularly manly and the man In pink,
unless the be a circus rider or para-
chute expert, would occasion satirical
smiles.
May be the Wilson color, if he has
KANTA FE ALL THE WAY
H.S.LUTZ, AGENT,
W Jf WIAIKINI) I! KAN ft Pll.l.S. fnc SA Santa Fe, New Mexico.IV M yews known is Best, Satet, Always Reliai.1An Oklahoma officer was killed the other day while making a levy. Would
that be just a "trivial dispute?" r Sill D RY nCllfifilSTS FVERYWHFSE
MONDAY, JULY 29, 1912. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN WAGE SEVEN.
FRFF TfllK QFFM Nature's Way Is The BestBuried deeo in our American hirest we find bloodroot. queen's root, man If nil m 3VOLUME XVI
NEW MEXICO REPORTS
NOW READY.
drake and stone root, jju! Jen seul, Oregon grape root and cherrybark. Of these Or,
R. V. Pierce made a pure glyceric extract which has been favorably known for
over ;orty years. He cPed it '' Oo'den Medical Discovery."
This " Discovery " purifies the blood and tones up the stomach and the entire
system in Nature' own way. It's just the tissue hdilcler r.i ii tonic you require
when recovering from a hard colJ. yrip.or pneumonia. No mutter how strong the
constitution the stomach is apt to be "out of kllur" at tin-cs- ; in consequence
the blood is disordered, fur the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manu-
facture of blood. Dr. I'itree's Goiuea Medical Discovery strengthens the stomach
tif of rounded pin un-ks- These
liMe tucks and shirrings in unexpec-
ted places are features of almost
every one of the new French coats.
The Miirtial-Armon- skh-- i is shor'cr
Ih'tn any other I have seen in Paris,
which seems to have entirely discard-
ed the very short skirt, so popular
lie last mn seasons. The black vel-
vet skirt to lie worn with the tan jac-
ket is very narrow, but the front
breadth is brought 1111 and gathered
into folds on the lower right, side,
three tan broadcloth buttons are
used on the lower part of one side of
the skin and five just below the coe.t
on the other give the costume a par-
ticularly chic effect.
mm I
puis i: in shape to make rare, tich hlood helps the liver and
k'Mncys to exncl the poisons trom the body. The weak, nerv-
ous, debilitated condilinn v.hich so many people
experience at tins time oi the is usually the effect of
prisons in the blood ; it is often indicated by pimples or boils
appearing on t he skin, thu-- face becomes thin you feel " blue."
".Mure than a week a 50 i was suil'crimr with an awful
cold in my head, throat, breast, and body," writes Ml!.Jamks G. Kent, of 71o L. Street, li. K., Washington, D. C.
"S:ti!e culled it La Grippe, sunn; pneumonia. I was advisedliv :i I'rii.in! 1,1 tiM- - i In,. ri' viler Mi.iliieii TeHienl llwenv- -
and It did me so much good that I feel
r.Vi DTent.est. and hesr, medicine that. I
is much better than it was before
It does all you claim for it and is
Price, $2.70. Express Prepaid, $3.00.
Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up t January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse-
quent Session Laws. Money's and Der-den- 's
Digests of. the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
FOR SALE BY
New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
WI&N rv.' 1 trie' a bottle
' site in r.nvinir it. wWW ever took. My healtuusiuir vour medicine.
J. (i. &.t, Esq. satisfactory."
EWS OF
A DANDY CATCH.
J. P. Brooks, H. R. beatherman, C.
C. Ijowe and Dr. L. D. Koger went
out fishing the other day on the Rio
Lucero and brought in 205 fish with
them to distribute among their
friends. This is the biggest catch re-- :
ported in this section of the coun-
try by four fishermen. Taos Record-
er.
PIE HIS LONG SUIT.
Charles Gunst, of Cuervo, is one of
the finest cooks that ever came
across the big waters that separate
Europe from America, lie tinder-- 1
stands the art of making double-dec-
pies. He is good on single-dec- pies;
but when he runs short on dough toi
make his last pie he makes one wit h
a double-deck- , the top of one pie mak-- j
ir.g the bottom of 'his last pie. Charles
Gunst is a man of a mighty long head.
Cuervo Clipper.
CANT HAVE IT.
Now that there isn't any everyone
is strong for Sunday baseball. Thel
team didn't get support enough to
cover expenses when there werej
games every week, but the manager
says he will in the near future arrange
for one more game just to find out
from the support given how sincere
are the present, requests to continue
the games regularly. Las duces
Democrat.
NOT PLANTED YET.
A great many of the farmers have
S
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT
June 1st to September 30th
ANOTHER CHIC FALL FASHION
DIRECT FROM PARIS
Maybelle Mortimer Sends D'Alton's Picturesque Sketch and Describes This
Martial-Armon- d Creation.
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as
etc., call on or write to
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P.
POPULAR FOR
BIG CANAL
WHILE THERE IS UNDOUBTEDLY A
SHARP DIVERGENCE OF OPINION
AMONG MEMBERS OF CONGRESS,
PATRIOTISM BRINGS THEM TO-
GETHER ON PANAMA MEASURE
Washington, D. C, July 29. While
the continued debate on the Panama
canal bill discloses a sharp divergence
of views, especially with respect to
the Question of tolls, it becomes more
and more evident that the spirit of
Americanism is strong enough to
make it apparent that a majority of
senators will favor free tolls. It is
also obvious that a majority of sena- -
tors regard as a quibble any question-
ing of the rights of the United States
in the control, of the canal zone, Wiat
do not constitute an equivalent to
sovereignty. That seems to be doub-;l-
settled in their minds by the terms
oi the treaty and by the fact of tli3
expenditure, by the United States ex-
clusively, of $400,000,000 in the con-
struction of the canal.
Senator Duncan U. Fletcher, of
Florida, one of the most progressive
of southern senators, president of the
Southern Commercial Congress and
prominently identified with several
waterway improvement associations,
favors free tolls outright for American
ships, believing that there is nothing
in the treaty that
the United States from exer-
cising a natural right over the canal.
"There is nothing in our future so
vital to the grand consummation of
tile diffusion of prosperity throughout
our country as she proper care for our
national commercial highways our
navigable rivers and harbors and the
Panama canal. Our inland water- -
ways were made perpetually free by
our forefathers. We should keep
them free; and so with the canal for
iour people which we are building with
'our people's money.
"The operation of the canal across
the Isthmus of Panama, free of tolls
to American coastwise ehlps, has to '
;my mind intimate supplemental rela- -
tion to unremitting care for a national
system of river and harbor improve- -
nient. Wihile I am inclined to favor
the house proposition on the question
of tolls, I believe we are goiDg to ar--;
rive at a solution a solution that
we are in duty bound to reach which j
will satisfy both the patriotic and.
business sentiment of the United j
States.
"As to our rights on the Isthmus of
Panama, I do not agree at all that any
.treaty or concession imposes upon the
United States any limitations incom-- ;
patible with sovereignty within the
limit of the ten-mil- e wide canal strip.
Objection as- to limitation of sover-- :
eignty is mere quibbling. The canal
'once completed, is completed to en
dure, and will endure for all time, un-
less wrecked by some convulsion of
nature worse than the world has ever
known.
"Within the next decade I expect to
see a mighty acceleration of business
activity, particularly in our gulf
states, in both foreign and domestic
trade, brought about through opera-- j
tion of the Panama canal and through
continued inland waterway' improve-- !
ment in the Mississippi valley, from
all of which benefit will redound to
the remotest corners of our country.
"We are bound to have a thorough
coastal canal systefnT expedited to
consummation by the completion of
the Panama canal, a system upon
which we have already got an en-
couraging start. The completion of
the coastal canal system, even be-
tween the lower Atlantic coast and
the lower Mississippi river, with free
inland waterways and absolutely free
terminal port facilities, will enable
us to go forward, inspired to make the
best of our unequaled capacity for
production with the permanent assur-- :
ance of ready means of distribution,
which, as I have indicated, is the
grand desideratum at which we aim.
Nothing would quicker bring about
lowering of the cost of living, which
has burdened the bulk of our popula-- ;
tion, than the conservation of our nav-- .
igation possibilities in the United
.Slates, and the operation of the Pana-
lgia canal. Surely we are equal to the
j problem."
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
Some People We Know and We Will
Profit by Hearing About Them.
This is a pure:y local event.
It took place in Santa Fe.
Not in some faraway place.
You are asked to investigate it.
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
To confirm a citizen's statement.
Any article that is endorsed at
home
Is more worthy of confidence
Than one you know nothing about,
Endorsed by unknown people.
H. Baca, Prop, meat market, Del-gad- o
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
"About two and a &alf years ago I
gave a public statement, telling of
my experience with Doan's Kidney
Pills. They completely rid me of
pains in my back that had troubled
me off and on for months. When I
stooped or brought a strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various symptoms which con- -
vinced me that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally used
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
them and it was wrt long before
every symptom of trouble disappear-- i
ed."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
FOR SALE Two story residence on
iaiace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. C.
Y at son & Co.
LOST Hunch or keys. Finder re-
turn lo this otlice. Lost cither at post-offic- e
or on streets.
FOR RF.XT Nice rooms furnished
for light housekeeping, whh bath. Up
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- i
ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.
If Joseph M. Andrew, brother of the
hue Lizzie Bilker ot Chicago, Illinois,
will send his address to Kdward An-
drew. 717 Postal Telegraph Building,
Chicago, Illinois, he will learn of
something to his advantage.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- -
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
jand rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and typewriters guar-jantec-
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- !
change. Phone 221.
WANTED 100,000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring. It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading sa-- ;
loons and drug stores in the city.
Why drink muddy water from the hy-- ;
dront or pipes when you can drink
c!e;ir and beneficial water from the
Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
Proprietor.
HERE TO STAY.
What pour excuses. "Oh, I haven't
time." "Can't afford it." You can
did time to go to a picture show and
a boy stab a. cat with a toothpick.
After you are out of bed and washed,
(partly dressed or you'll fancy the
voi Id can't get en without you), ten
'minutes will show you how easy the
A. I!, c. Shorthand is; then when you
jare through, you'll sing praises anddraw the money. U't the ignorant,
uneducated and lazy in mind, do the
emptying of the dust bins, sweep the
floor, or drive the burro,
Come in, say what you can afford
weekly. Yes. now ; not some other
! iiue. It's the sometimes that drag
on, and then e comes. You are
the loser, the longer you put it off.
Do come in and see signed testi-
monials from: M. E. Academy and the
Ipelknap Schools, Iieaver, Utah. New
port Beach School, Calif. Thistle
District School, Utah.
Prof. A. R. King, Scofield, XHah,
writes: "The students are intensely
ii forested in Prof. Norton's Short-
hand. He won the admiration of
every student present.'' Winter
Quarters School; Greenriver, Moab,
Monticello Public Schools, and Coun-
ty Superintendent of Grand County,
Ctah.
PUEBLO. Milton C. Potter, and ,T.
K. Keating, Superintendents.
Bessemer, Minnequa, Danfortih, Co-
lumbian, Irving, and Summerfiold
Public Schools, the Benedictine Col-
lege and Fort Collins Agricultural
College.
Facts are Facts. Truth is Truth.
More evidence if you ask.
All commercial subjects taught.
The Santa Fe Business College, the
Business University of New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land OII'icp at Santa Fe, N.
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Chag.
A, Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
Homestead Entry No. 14486, for Lot
7; SW SW Sec. 3, N 2 NW 4
Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9
I', Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab-
lish claim to tihe land above describ-jed- ,
before V. S. Land Office at Santa
;Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem-- ;
her, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Ben Romero of Santft Fe, N. Mex.,
Neva a Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shaft-
ing; one 12 horso power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst cla
condition; one 40 horse power loco-
motive type boiler capable 01 carrying
75 pounds of steam, pasv;j upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gaso-
line tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If intcvgte-.- ad-
dress the New Mexlcm Printing Com-
pany. Santa Fe. Near Mexico
WW CLEVELAND, 0.,
AND
$63.00
NATIONAL CONVENTION
FRATERNAL
ORDER OF EAGLES.
Aug. 12th to 17th, 1912
Dates of Sale,
Auk 2nd to 4th, 1912.
Return Limit, . . August 14th, 1912.
See Stin'.a Fe Agents tor Particulars.
H. S. LL'TZ, Agt., Santa Fe,N.M
Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma LodttA No. 1, 4. F. & A. M
Regular coram un.
catiou first Monda:
of each month a
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
ALAN It McCORD, W. M
CHAS. El LiNNEY. Secreuirj.
Santa Fe Chapter N
1. R. A. M. Regula
convocation second
Monday of each moat
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOW.
h. y
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Santa Fe Commander;
7t n- - x- - K. T. Regulat
conclave fourth Mon
Masonic. Hal) at 7: Stv p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Liodge e
Perfection No. 1, 14U
degree. Ancient and At
cepted Scottish Rite o
Free Masonry mee'i 01
the third Mouday of each ruoni!
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening tr
Masonic Hall, south side of Piatt
Visiting f ootlsii Rite Masons ar cor
dlally Invited to attend,
S. G. C AItT WRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Maaten
HENRY B. STEPHENS. 32
scretarT.
.
tJ. P. O. E.
W0, B. P. O. F, hold
Santa Fa Lodica NoHf Its regular session ojthe second and fourtl
Wednesday of eacl
'
month. Visiting brot
r are invitee am
welcome.
FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENATJ,
Secretary.
Santa Fe Cami
13514. M. W. A.
ineeU second Tuestilt day acb month, aoctal meeting UJmTuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. ViRlr,
lng neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE. Omul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
f. W. FARMfcM
Homesterd No.
2879.
Brotherhood ot
American Yeer.'.- -
Meets First Fri
day of the month
at the Fireman's
Hall. H. Foremui
A. E. P. Robinson.
Cor. kec. Fred i.
Alarid.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-er-
always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come. J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
F1ME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. H
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12 : 10
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m
Leave Santa Fe at 0:20 p. m. to co
nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. f
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:0
p. m.
Passengers for the Belen cut-of-f
and Pecos Valley points shouii now
leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of 7 20 ai
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:20
a. m.
D. & T. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
NEW MEXICO C.4TRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. aa., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 1 east
THE STATE
not even planted yet, just waiting for
the late seasons as crops do so much
better here late than early. Now
that the rains came and are still com-
ing there will be a world of small
feed put in the ground within the next
few days and until the first of Aug-vs- t.
Plain view Herald.
BENEFICIAL RAINS.
A heavy rain fell; on the mesas east
of town Saturday evening and Sun-
day. It has been raining almost ev-
ery day at Van Patten's camp, and
in Soledad canyon. The range on this
side of the mountain is in very fair
condition, but east of the divide the
grass is badly burned up and some
of the springs have failed. Tt is prob-
able, now that the rains have com-
menced, t'hat. the whole section will
receive rain which will he beneficial
to the ranges. Rio Grande Republi-
can.
IT LOOKS GOOD.
The country east of town is coming
into its own. Xo section has labored
under so many handicaps, no section
has had so many quarters growing
thistles, but on the other hand, no
section ran boast of more earnest,
hard working', industrious farmers as
those who have stuck it out the past
four and five years. Crops are look-
ing fine where the land (has received
the proper attention and cultivation.
All honor to the man who is doing
his best to bring forward his section
of the valley. Moriarty Messenger.
f&f
of little "notions" In its details to
which I want to call your special at
tention.
First, the coat Is of broadcloth and
the skirt velvet, a combination which
has not been employed in America
up to this time. And then the color
scheme is also odd, the coat being of
tan and the skirt of black, a combina-
tion that I have not seen before. The
collar of the coat is black velvet.
A novel bit of trimming on the'
coat Is a large penny of crocheted
worsted in natural colors on the
square lapel which hooks across the
front. This lapel Is a part of a fitted
piece which comes from the shoulder,
buttons above and below end contin-
ues around to the back side seam.
Coming from under the arms and
reaching up under the bust is a clus- -
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO, $50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
CUOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
PAI IPHBNIA GinSvia El Paso and Southern Pacific and returningLAtirUIVnlA same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
a
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
$46.90
to rates, reservations,
any D. & R. Q. Agent or
A., Santa Fe.
SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On Sale Daily, June 1st
Until Sept. 30, 1912.
SAN FRANCISCO,
$55.90
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'TheWestPoiot of the Southwest.'
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 8,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Onen air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated cata-
logue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
.
For further information address Eugene Pox, Gen'l Pas-eng- er
Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
jj. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
m
u
(BY MAYBELLE MORTIMER.)
Paris, July 29. Many of the old
conservative French houses will have
nothing to do with the pannier. Worth
insists that there is nothing artistic
about it and of course it Is too fluffy-ruffle- y
for Redfern and as for Laffer-nier- e,
the man who dresses the Em-
press Eugenie when she sets the mode
for the whole fashionable world, if
pannier is mentioned to him his
shoulders go up above his ears. It
looks as though we would not wear
them much this winter.
The Jacket of the different color
from the skirt of the walking suit
seems to have taken all Paris In Its
embrace. Scarcely one of the great
houses that does not show one or two
models embodying th's idea. The one
1 am sending you today is from Mar
and there are a number
VPAGE EiiiHT SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN MONDAY, JULY 29, 1912. TT?1
CARYL MOULTON What is the difference betweenprize flQht and our meat shop?LOCAL MENTION UMMER EMM DISEASESIS AT REST,THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, boils,
ing place and room for comfort. Easy
chairs have been placed in the room,
and it will be a pleasant place for
those who are weary and desire, some
spot for comfortable rest.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-
ing all modem conveniences, includ-
ing electric light, steam heat and
Today there was laid to rest a; EnM r,r pnmfimic n-- 1p others sutler more severely wnu a- -
Latest official 1912 map of the state
of New Mexico, 50c at GOEBELS.
Kor porch furniture, swings, fruit
ladders see advertisement of J. F.
Rhoads.
Views of the Santa Fe Wreck at the
flr.no fKsaitltteutt, or some kindred skin disease. A perfectKlnrvl is normal, but when it be- -.i:V: I 4.1. :.. irr no tliopain to her agoniztd soul and
rush. With the fortitude of the' comes contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive proper-
-
ties is greatly lessened ana it Decomes a snaru, auiu v- .-baths, in the First National Bank
building. App'y to F- M- Jones.
Elks tonight.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233 Tomboy Bessie and another good
Christian martyr she withstood thei
tiavatl of her last sickness, and'
"after life's fitful fever she sleeps
well." Born in this city of the Holy j
Faith, she exemplified the character-- !
isiics of those w!ho believe that this
i East Palace avenue.
ocmedy at the Elks tonight.Whatever your doctor prescribes
for July stomach troubles can be
supplied t Zooks.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
insteaa oi preserving wie uaiuiu ....
of the skin. The eruptions may be glossed
over and inflammation reduced by "the application
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc., but no skin affec-
tion can ever be permanently cured in this way;
only pure blood can make healthy skin. S. S. S.
cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing
the acids and removing the humors from the blood
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal
strength, increases its nutritive powers and adds to
its purity in every way. Then the skin instead of
I 1
The daily report from the weather
bureau is as foilows: For New Mexico
Generally lair in south portion. Local
showers in north portion tonight or
Tuesday. The highest temperature
for Saturday regisred 77 degrees at
1:50 p. m., whilethe lowest tempera-
ture was 5C degrees at 2:20 a. m.
Mean temperature being GC degrees.
volume 1G is now ready for delivery,
j Send your orders to the New Mexican
worid is not the beginning and the
end of all.
Caryl Palen Moulton was the only-chil-
of Major and .Mrs. R. J. Palen
whom she revered with filial devotion
and to them she was comforter, coun- -
At the prize fight, you see rounds of
pound, but here you see pounds of
round!Uivs irritated with acid humors and impunf.es, is nounsnea anu uw.
seller and friend. Troops of friends , t;f , , : . vure bloodi Book on Skin Diseases and anyI -- - 'Re'ative humidity, average for the day she had who testified with genuine ; ,e(jical advice free.' TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
was 54 per cent. There were showers expression to the grief which her loss
Printing company.
Found on the Plaza, a monogram
cuff button. Owner can have same
by ca'ling at the New Mexican office
and paying for this advertisement.
This is the kind of weather that you
will more than appreciate the summer
shoe comfort that John Pilueger tells
you of in his advertisement on page
three.
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOINand thunder storms in the vicinity, i "as inflicted.
The report for Sundaj gave the high-- 1 Her parents and husband have suf-es- t
temperature as 85 degrees at 3:10 j feied a sorrow under which the un- -
BALOON GOES UP.MOVING WITH
p m., the lowest as 55 degrees at 4:50 iiuiea human spirit would ureaK, out, nn 7" T O O
a.m. Mean temperature at 70 de-- ! sustained .and soothed by the Chris. , jC,l LUOOTreasure Island, a great drama by tian's faith and the knowledge thatgiees. Relative humidity for the dayL.U18UH, ai ine r.m was 51 per cent. It was a warm andM Cniinccr. Man Ti ll von evpr I . ...... uu.u.., ........ , i pleasant day, with local showers in
notice that the that has the besman , U)e ntterno(m and at , ,Jt ,n ,he vid.
' this, after alls is but a place of so-- j
;journ, the valley of the shadow of Salt Lake City, Utah, July 29.
death, through which all must pass Seven to eight million dollars is the
on the way to the eternal home, they valuation placed by the presiding
have manifested a bravery which bishop of the Mormon church upon
'others that mourn may well emulate, i roperty of the Mormon settlers which
j Young, charming, intellectual, high- - they will be compelled to abandon on
i r.ity, with a sprinkle of rain betweentrade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Short Steak, Flank,
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
That's About
The Way They Rank !
The Mere Mention
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Should Bring
You Here Post-Haste- !
How 'Good They'll Taste!
five and six o'cIock this morning.
Appetizing,
Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals
Always
On
Tap
Here!
Manassas, Va., July 29 The baloon
Uncle Sam, Captain E. Honeywell,
pilot and Roy Donaldson, aide, which
left Kansas City Satarcay afternoon,
landed about a mile from Manassas
today. This is approximately 925
miles in airline from the starting place
and makes the baloon an entry in the
International race in Germany in the
fall.
The Uncle Sam carried 44 sacks of
balast.
America will be represented in the
International baloon race in Germany
this fall by the bags Unc'e Sam, Kan-
sas City II, and Dvifter, said George
II. Myers, president of the Kansas
City Aero club, when informed ihat
Uncle Sam landed today at Manassas,
Keep your skin clean. Use pure,
minded, full of moral strength was leaving Mexico.
this Her absence
"They possess large tracts of the
makes a void in the home, and h finest agricultural land in the coun-vacanc- y
In the assembly of her asso-'try,- " stated the presiding officer.
soft, dainty talcum, sucn as Zook )
sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask ,
for Violet. I
Don't miss the show at the Elks to- -'
night. The best yet. j
Notice is hereby given that the ap-- '
proved plats of survey of fractional
township No. 28, north, range 13 east,
(sections (i and 7) and fractional town-- '
ship 2S north, range 12 east. N. M. P.'
ciates. But tier disembodied spirit
w ill ever hover near as guide, mentor
and friend.
To her husband, Mr. Harry D. Moul-
ton thus bereft in the noon of youth,
"Their farms have been improved
and stocked with tools and machin-
ery. Residences have been built and
irrigation systems completed. The
moving settlers comprise between 70 Va. Plaza Market Co.his companion taken
Electric Supply eo.
The monthly Hoard of Trade dance
which was to have been held at the
Library Hll next Thursday night will
not take place on account of the death
of Mrs. II. D. Moulton.
The fruit growers of the Espanola
valley hold a meeting this afternoon
to take measures for procuring an
evaporator to utilize part of their pro-
duct, and for action as
to freight and express rates, and
other mutters of general interest.
Charming actions go well with
charming looks. You will have charm-
ing looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
The Serpents, a sequel to the Cave
Man at the Elks tonight.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
Presbyterian church have curtained
eff the room at the back of the
church building for the accommoda-
tion of persons who are ill, as a rest- -
from his side bv nature's irrevnrnhle want afls. aTwayrNew Mexicar
bring results. Phone 92.
;mflpii.uMmiiiaiwi
A NEW CARLOAD OF
WATERMELONS
s:ve and 5 and I1C) within the Carson iaw t0 ner stl.i(.ken parents, theforest reserve, have been re- -
,,Ie of this cltJ.( tne ,e througn.
uved, and those having valid exist-i0I- It (ne state who klMSW her and know
ing rights at. the date of the with- - them friends acquaintances and evendrawal tor forest purposes may pre- - tho st,;im,B1. t0ri01. thoir Btnr.st
sympathy, for what little it may besent their applications on and afterAugust 28, 1912.
and 800 families and a conservative
estimate places the average individ-
ual property or eacn ramtiy, including
improvements, water rights and stocks
at $10,000. Persons familiar with con-
ditions in the colonies say that to
abandon their farms means practical-
ly complete loss as buildings and
fences will be destroyed, canals and
ditches filled, crops, now almost ready
to be harvested, lost or stolen and
stores pillaged."
Meeting houses and other buildings
of the church in Mexico are said to
be worth $145,000.
F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.
THEY FOUND A
DINOSAUR
worth in time like this.
The funeral took place this after-
noon at three o'clock jfrom the
Church of the Holy Faith, Rev. J. S.
Moore of Las Vegas, conducting the
services. Interment was made in
Fairview cemetery. The pallbearers
were Judge L. C. Collins, Frank W.
Clancy, C. C. Murray, A. B. Renehan,
S. G. Cartwright. and Frank Newhall.
The ushers at the church were H. H.
Porman, Frank McKane, John W.
Marrlh and Fdward Knffnrri.
LEAVING FOR THE STATES
Madera, Chihuahua, Mexico,
July 29. The big plant of the
Sheridan ,Wyo., July 29. What is
be'ieved to be the skeleton of the
largest dinosaur extant is being un-
earthed at the Jensen quarry near
Rock Springs. Already 75 lengths of
vertebrae, beginning with five lengths
of the neck and extending far out on
to the tail have been uncovered. The
animal is thought to have been Co feet
long.
Carpenters,
Contractors !
We specialize on
TOOLS of QUAL-
ITY. All of the
standard lines
Can Be Found Here.
Madera Lumber company closed
CONVICTED OF MURDER. this afternoon and the employes
Cheyenne, "AVyo:, July 29 J. War-- i will leave for the States,
ren Jenkins, convicted Saturday of, All the women and children
the murder of his wife on April 14, were sent out last week. The
was this morning sentenced to be j plant at Parsons is expected to
hanged at ttie state penitentiary be- - j close this week.
UNDER BONDS.
San Antonio, Tex., July 29. Emilio
Vasquez Gomez and five of his follow- - j fore sunrise October 11
ers today were held under heavy
bonds to a federal grand jury on
charges of violating United States
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
Watches
and
Clocks.
"TimePieces That Are
3gReliable."i
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company
neutrality laws. This action was or- -'
dered at the preliminary hearing of
the accused men. Several weeks ago
Gomez went to Juarez to assume the
"provisional presidency" of Mexico. A
(disagreement with Orozco the rebel
chief, upset the plan.
HAE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run withoutA oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-
ery but it needs both occasion-
ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tjice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch,
cave your watch with us
AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Phone Black 12. .R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Down Town Stand hi Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
All legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, for sa'e by the N
Mexican Printing company.
he Questiomi !
O ONE WANTS TO THROW AWAY MONEY ON SHOES ! Even if its onlyNif F i 50 cts. or one dollar. You can waste money on shoes as quickly as on any-thing, perhaps quicker, for what looks like leather is often " a horse of anotherf ifin color." Apart from wasting money, are you tired ?-lo- ok to your shoes. Are you a
little less well dressed than a person of your means should be?--lo- ok to your shoes.
This store buys liberally and has such an intimate knowledge of what every manu-facturer- er
in the United States can do and is doing in the way of making Footwear,
that we always have the best at the lowest price consistent with the quality. But
with a capital B the bedrock foundation on which our business is built is Quality.
1 ftffi&toGmv4 1 1 i 1I MM.V 5
cInI 13 as cacy to pler.se with the
X.9 vil 'W
f American Lady Choo as the woman who
v-
- thinks loss of style r.nl more of comfort
One retj otvl.: ''." cc::ifort the other comfort
7hcy both et a qmlity that is not obtainable in any N
1"'
W have r. lir::? !ir.e f ArriLTcao Lacly Shoes in the nevest and best
fyic f Oxfords f t ?r!r.,j and 5'r.nraer wear. Come in and let us
show ;cu v.hut rci! stvw satiufactiwi is.
MAKE THIS STORE YOUR STORE TO BUY SHOES --YOU CAN'T DO BETTER--- DON'T THINK YOU CAN DO AS WELL.
NATHAM SALMONHome of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.
an
, l
